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EDITORIAL

The success of the Indian Everest expedition, in which no less 

than four consecutive ascents were made, must seem to be a ray of 

light to those who seek to promote the cause of Better Mountaineering. 

I have always thought it a pity that large expeditions are mounted in 

order to put one pair of climbers, or at the most two, on the summit; 

and that only with lots of luck and weather permitting. It is to be 

hoped that the Indian assault will hasten the time when not just one 

rope, but the whole expedition from the leader down to Itchi the cook 

and the chap whose job it is to pant down to Darjeeling with the 

good news, will trample down the summit cornice. From there it is 

but a short step to holding that contradiction in terms, an Alpine 

Meet in Katmandu.

One advantage to be gained when we finally go over to the metric 

system will be a release from the obligation to perspire our way over 

all the peaks in Wales over three thousand feet. To substitute one 

thousand metres as the tramping norm will eliminate at one stroke 

everything under 3,300 feet and reduce the Fourteen to Four. All 

those rubbly Glyders, the nether Carneddau and the Crib Goch 

Ridge will fade into a grateful obscurity and the result will be a welcome 

easing of blisters. Will the MAM be the first to put a man on top of 

the One-thousanders ? See next year. , » 
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THE FIRST ASCENT OF KULU PUMORI, 21,500 ft.
ROBERT PETTIGREW

Writing in the 1945 edition of Lonsdale's " Mountaineering," 
Dr. Tom Longstaff said:

'In all the Himalaya there is no more attractive nor neglected 
playground for the normal climber than the districts of Kulu, Spiti, 
Lahul, and Bashahr, with which may be grouped the independent 
state of Chamba.'

This, regrettably, now needs qualifying. Chamba is no longer 
independent, being absorbed into Kashmir. Spiti and Lahul are all 
but closed to mountaineers from the West since they mostly lie beyond 
the "Inner Line" a kind of reserve frontier some fifty miles inside 
the true border and running parallel with it. Permission to cross this 
line has become impossible since the declaration of a State of 
Emergency occasioned by the outbreak of hostilities between India 
and China in 1962. Finally, the Punjab Government has established a 
Mountaineering Institute in Manali, formerly the road-head at 6,200 
ft., the starting point of most expeditions to the mountains of the 
Kulu-Lahul-Spiti watershed, which aims to reduce the neglect of 
the playground. One aspect remains unaltered. It is still true to state 
that there is no more attractive area in all the Himalaya.

The high mountains of Kulu, part of the Pir Panjal range of the 
Great Himalayan Divide, are concentrated on the Kulu-Lahul-Spiti 
watershed. One of these, Kulu Pumori, 21,500ft., was still unclimbed, 
having successfully resisted an assault on the formidable north-west 
ridge by Gwynn Stephenson and Harold Mellor of J. P. O'F. Lynam's 
Bara Shigri expedition of 1961. Kulu Pumori is a layman's mountain, 
a true pyramidal peak. Four sharply defined ridges leap abruptly 
from the ice-fields at 16,000 ft., express their individual character 
in combinations of rock and ice features, and finally combine in a 
summit ridge of fluted ice. It is the third highest mountain in the Kulu 
region of the Punjab Himalaya; the highest, Shigri Parbat, 21,800 ft., 
fell to J. P. O'F. Lynam's party in 1961, the second highest, Point 
21,760 ft., by local tradition the loftiest point in Kulu, is likely to 
remain inviolate for many years to come to judge by the ferocious 
aspect of its approaches. There are approximately twenty unclimbed 
mountains between 19,000-20,000 ft. in altitude, of varying degrees 
of difficulty, in the vicinity of Kulu Pumori.

When Dr. Franz Mohling and I planned our expedition last 
April we were aware that Kulu Pumori was still unclimbed and would 
offer our party the chance of a classic ascent. This would be my fourth 
season of climbing in Kulu while my companion had had extensive 
experience in the mountain ranges of North America. Preparations 
were simplified by my accumulated experience of the area. I knew the 
best approaches to the watershed, how to contact the high-altitude 
and valley porters we wished to employ (late snow on the passes
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forbade the use of ponies), and I could estimate what the overall cost 
was likely to be. Our food was purchased in bulk from the Empire 
Stores in New Delhi and our climbing equipment was on hand  
brought out to India for just such an opportunity.

For the transport of our stores and equipment we recruited in 
Manali twelve porters representing nearly all the border countries of 
the Himalaya: Ladakh, Nepal, Lahul and Spiti. Our two high-altitude 
men, an integral part of the climbing team, were Ladakhis, the 
"Sherpas" of the Western Himalaya, Wangyal and Ang Chook. 
On grounds of economy and for acclimatisation, Franz and I also 
carried rucsacks weighing 70 Ibs.

Our route from Manali to the base of Kulu Pumori near the 
head of the Bara Shigri glacier at 16,000 ft., crossed the Rohtang La, 
13,050 ft., the famous pass of the Western Himalaya in the once 
flourishing trade route between Tibet and India. According to local 
legend remnants of Alexander the Great's army reached India by 
way of the Rohtang and, a millennium later, outriders of Ghengis 
Khan's hordes gazed avariciously into the verdant vale of Kulu from 
its crest. For myself, as our party struggled across the snow-bound 
pass, I felt a spiritual affinity with those early Hindu writers who 
regarded Kulu as the end of the habitable world.

Descending the pass, we entered the desolate and treeless land of 
Lahul where the principal feature was the churning green torrent of 
the Chandra river. For the next two days, in arctic conditions, the 
caravan toiled up the Chandra valley seeking the best route along 
the valley sides. Often this involved traversing steep hard drifts of 
snow a few feet above the surging river a slip into which would 
undoubtedly have proved fatal. This was an unexpected hazard and 
we spent anxious hours cutting steps for our ill-shod valley porters. 
The summer route, said to be " jeepable," contours high on the south 
wall of the valley, but this was now invisible. Once through the gorge 
section the route improved and the pace increased.

Impressive portals of rock and ice marked the place on the 
opposite bank where the ugly snout of the Bara Shigri glacier  our 
avenue to the mountain sluggishly emerges into the main Chandra 
valley. Describing his enterprising journey from Spiti to Lahul in 
1875, Andrew Wilson states that the Bara Shigri stretched down all 
the way into the river and took three hours to cross. It would appear 
that in the 89 years which have elapsed since his visit the glacier has 
retreated a distance of two miles. Luckily for us the remnants of an 
avalanche tongue still lay across the unfordable river, permitting us 
to bridge it with ease and saving a costly detour of two days' duration.

From the moraine-blackened snout of the glacier to the foot of 
our objective was a distance of twelve miles with 5,000 ft. of ascent. At 
this point we paid off our twelve valley porters and saw them safely 
across the river and down the valley. The four of us then commenced
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the back-packing of our stores and equipment in a series of ferrying 
journeys between successive camps on the glacier. This valuable 
period of positioning and acclimatisation absorbed ten days. We 
calculated that everyone had covered eighty miles over the surface 
of the glacier ferrying loads in seven working days. For three days 
we had been snow-bound, and had survived a great avalanche falling 
from dangerous cliffs to the north of our route. The only sign of life 
we had seen was a pair of ramchukor (snowcock), whose plaintive 
cry, sounding to me like a cross between a grouse and a curlew, seemed 
only to emphasise the isolation of the party.

Considering this and other signs we concluded that either we were 
too early or the season was late starting. Glowering above us, plas 
tered in new snow and displaying a fierce aspect absent from the 
photographs, Kulu Pumori seemed to reiterate this conclusion.

Reconnaissance along the snow-covered glaciers streaming 
around its base, first to the north and east, second to the west, 
revealed that our best chance of success on Pumori lay in attacking 
the south-west ridge. This was confirmed when we exercised Meade's 
famous maxim of reconnoitring the proposed climb from a lower 
peak on the opposite side of the valley in this case the Lal Qila 
glacier. This route fulfilled the most important requirements for a 
small party on a Himalayan peak in wintry conditions it led directly 
to the summit. Furthermore, access to the foot of the ridge was open 
via a small snowfield below the south face, and a snow ramp.

The last of the major ferrying operations installed us com 
fortably in Camp 5 at the foot of the south-west ridge in a magnificent 
glacier cwm where we drank in the solitude, for such places are 
becoming rare. Before us, much foreshortened, rose the ridge we 
proposed to climb, here easy snow slopes, there a steep coxcomb of 
rock until, in its upper reaches, it landed abruptly against the 
formidable vertical cliffs supporting the summit cap. We studied 
every feature of the ridge long and hard through binoculars, and 
conjectured endlessly about the possible routes on it. One of these 
avoided the upper cliffs by traversing to the east across a steep and 
tilted snowfield we immediately named The Apron.

We planned to place two camps on the ridge in support of the 
climb to the summit. Each consisted of one tent .The first, a " Meade," 
was sited at 19,000 ft., about 2,000 ft. above Camp 5 in a natural 
step deepened by our excavating the hard-packed snow.

The next day we resolved that Wangyal and I should make the 
first attempt on the summit, so the whole party climbed the steep and 
difficult Coxcomb Arete section of the ridge to install us in the highest 
camp, a two-man "Mountain" tent, at 20,000 ft.

Finding a suitable site proved difficult; we finally had to sink the 
small orange tent in an exposed portion of the ridge. Circumstances 
caused this to be the longest standing camp of the entire expedition;
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for a period of six days the diminunitive tent shuddered and shook 
from the onslaught of the wind but it remained safely standing.

I estimated that Wangyal and I were now in a very good position 
for our attempt on the summit since it could only be about 1,500 ft. 
above us. But good weather was essential to success and the tent 
was now napping wildly in the customary daily storm so familiar to 
mountaineers in Kulu. By evening, as usual, the sky had cleared and 
a crisp cold balm held sway. The evening meal was cooked on a Borde 
stove which, despite Christian Bonnington's strictures on it, performed 
with amazing efficiency at that altitude. Then we struggled into our 
sleeping bags for a few hours' sleep.

In spite of the almost impossible contortions it required I had 
to struggle out in the night to relieve myself. It was a ghastly operation 
but not without interest once it had been accomplished, since it might 
provide a forewarning of the day. There was a wild wind but it was 
a clear, starlit night with the great mountains standing like a coven 
of silver ghosts.

My first impression on June 6 was of Wangyal's bulky figure 
coaxing the stove to life for a quick breakfast before we set out on the 
last lap. It also occurred to me that we were about to celebrate the 
twentieth anniversary of D Day appropriately! It was 04.45 a.m. An 
hour later we were stooping beside the tent strapping crampons to 
our boots with frozen fingers and then stuffing essentials like food and 
spare clothing into our rucsacks. Benumbed and befuddled, yet con- 
cious of a fine, clear morning an essential factor for success we 
stumbled off up the ridge roped together, climbing from instinct as 
we collected our senses.

A few hundred feet above the tent the ridge we were ascending 
terminates decisively against the vertical cliffs, forming the last great 
step. We now implemented our plan to outflank the cliffs by traversing 
swiftly to the east across the deep crisp snow of the Apron. Here was 
the most exposed section of our ascent, for the snowfield was detached 
from the main body of the mountain, its lower edge overhanging 
black cliffs many hundreds of feet high. It was a relief to stop 
traversing and climb directly up to the vicinity of some minor aretes 
of rock leading to the summit ridge.

We clambered up the snow-covered ledges until the angle 
lessened and the topmost crest appeared. The summit ridge was a keen 
blade of rock plastered on the north side with the vertical ice flutings 
we had viewed with dismay from the glacier below on our first day's 
reconnaissance trek. The snow dome on which we were now standing 
was a subsidiary summit to the east and we contemplated with mis 
givings the 200 feet of airy, undulating traverse that led to the 
principal snow top. On our right hand were corniced ice columns, 
whilst on our left hand vertical rock buttresses enclosing narrow 
couloirs plummetted to the Lal Qila glacier. The first barrier was a
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step of smooth red rock overlain by a cornice of powdery snow. We 
spent several minutes beating it down before we would trust its 
attachment to the rock. There followed a scramble down into a gap 
from which we gained an upraised edge of rock which served as a 
belay for the final section of the ridge to the summit. I anchored 
here to safe-guard Wangyal's cautious advance along the crest to the 
half-way point a sheet of sharp-edged slaty rock upflung athwart 
the ridge, four feet high, and no way around. Straddling this hurdle 
was a delicate operation and threatened emasculation to the hasty. 
The airy situation added piquancy to the vault. The final few steps 
to the summit lay steeply up the finely-etched snow cone in good, 
frozen snow. Warily I joined Wangyal; we anchored the rucsacks 
and sat down in the snow. The time was nine o'clock in the morning 
of June 6, 1964. The final stage of the ascent had taken three hours, 
and Kulu Pumori was won. It was every inch a Himalayan summit. 
Below, on all sides, lay a welter of glaciers, snowfields and peaks. 
We shook hands ardently and gazed in admiration at the snow covered 
ranges stretching towards Tibet. Half-an-hour later we began a 
cautious descent to Camp 7, reached safely in three-quarters of an 
hour.

As we withdrew in stages from the mountain, Mohling and Ang 
Chook moved up to the assault. They truly confirmed the route by 
making the second ascent on June 9. The whole party was subsequen 
tly re-united and, in the footsteps of many Spitials, we re-traced the 
route back to Manali which we entered on June 20 accompanied by 
a motley crowd of mountain folk.
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View over the Bara Shigri Glacier, 12 miles long, from summit of 
Kulu Pumori, 21,500 feet.

Robert Pettigrew
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A FAREWELL TO ROPE
SHOWELL STYLES

To most of us there comes a day of reckoning, a mountaineer's 
crossroads. Some route on rock, lately climbed more often because 
(let's face it) it is the easiest of its grade, confronts us with the firm 
assertion that we can no longer lead it safely. So what? We may 
summon up the blood and present the world with the pathetic 
spectacle of a has-been trying to regain his old standards; or we may 
accept the sign and wreathe the 120-foot nylon into an ornament 
for the study wall, henceforth to hold nothing heavier than pleasant 
memories.

When I chose the second course I experienced a feeling akin to 
that of the young man who has just broken off a marriage engagement. 
I was untied. Freed from the coils, I could perceive that mountains 
without rock-faces were still mountains. Unnumbered hills, hitherto 
always outweighed in the scales of holiday planning by the crags of 
others, lifted beckoning summits for me. How often, I thought, had 
I rushed through all that superb country between Fort William and 
Mallaig with no thought but to get to the Coolin! How often had the 
spendid summits of Knoydart called in vain across grey Loch Nevis! 
There had been something sinful about it. But now I was in a strong 
position; I could repent, and enjoy my repentance.

The first week in September found me crossing Corran Ferry to 
the Ardgour Hotel with three foot-loose weeks ahead. Early next 
morning I was away in sunshine up Coire lubhair for the high bealach 
into Sunart, clambering beside the green pools and flaming rowans 
of the burn. Garbh Bheinn of Ardgour nodded its glistening crags 
at me out of a rain-squall; it seemed a very long time since Norman 
Cochran led us up them in new snow. The squall swept away a half 
hearted intention of bagging Garbh Bheinn, and I tramped on down 
the long and trackless glen to Strontian. Sixteen superb miles, and 
never a soul to be seen all the way! Very different, this, from North 
Wales in early September.

BenResipol (2774ft.) is an easy ascent from Glen Strontian but 
makes up for it with tremendous views and a moderately exciting 
descent on the west, a zigzag of narrow ledges down to the black 
lochan beneath the summit. From the lochan there is a romantic way 
down the ravine of the Allt Mhic Chiarain, into a wild upper glen 
where there is no sign of Man, The Loch Shiel Hotel at Acharacle 
ended that day, and on the next I tramped the beautiful coast path 
from Kinlochmoidart to Lochailort; a walk whose charm may have 
gone for ever by now, for they were already at work on the motor- 
road that is to supersede it.
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There is an inn at Lochailort where they keep venison in the 
deep-freeze and alternate it with fresh-caught salmon for dinner. 
I stayed for three days, and on the best of them set forth for Druim 
Fiaclach (2852 ft.) which is the giant of those parts and whose name 
means " the ridge of teeth." I had been warned off Druim Fiaclach 
because they were stalking on it that day; and when, from the 
preliminary peak of An Stac, I saw the corrie between the two 
mountains crawling with deer, I performed feats of skyline-dodging 
and cover-taking that would not have disgraced a John Buchan hero. 
Only afterwards did I discover that the corrie was a "sanctuary" 
where no stalking was permitted. Druim Fiaclach gave me some 
mild scrambling up its narrow summit-ridge and a singularly impres 
sive view of the south-east ridge from which it derives its name a 
saw-tooth arete that must be as exhilarating as Aonach Eagach. On 
the way down I received a salutary reminder that Highland burns 
are not so easy to cross as Welsh streams, and was lucky to find the 
only crossing-place.

Two days later I reached Arnisdale on the north shore of Loch 
Hourn and put up at one of the few cottages. Shopless, innless, at the 
end of the tenuous road from Glenelg, Arnisdale lingers yet in the 
golden prime that passed from North Wales half-a-century ago, and 
its surrounding mountains are magnificent. Knoydart, southward 
across the loch, holds the best peak Ladhar Bheinn, 3343 feet. 
Knoydart had seemed closed to me, for the laird of its seventy square 
miles of mountains had feudally forbidden his tenants to take in 
guests during the stalking season. But at Arnisdale I learned that the 
laird was burying his cousin on the day after my arrival, so there 
would be no stalking that day; and this chance-in-a-thousand I seized 
with the aid of an aged Macdonald who possessed an old tub with an 
outboard motor. On a superb morning I was ferried across the blue- 
glass waters of Loch Hourn and marooned on the deserted shores 
of Barrisdale Bay to be picked up at half-past five. This gave me little 
enough time for an exacting ascent, but I was in top form by now and 
had traversed round into the upper part of Coire Dhorcaill before 
noon. This is a grand corrie, greener than the Skye corries but no less 
impressive. At its head a tremendous wall of mossy precipice drops 
from the ridge leading to Ladhar Bheinn's pointed summit, and a 
very steep and rough scramble brings you to a notch on this ridge. 
The last 200 feet of the ridge gives scrambling quite exciting enough 
for any solo walker; it was like Crib Goch stood on end and covered 
with moss, though there was no real resemblance to any Welsh 
mountain. If the laird's cousin was duly aloft and observant, I hope 
he was pleased that his funeral had given me so memorable a moun 
tain day.

Arnisdale's presiding mountain is Ben Sgriol (3196ft.), a bare, 
bony shark's-fin of a thing making a prominent landmark from the

10
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steamer route between Mallaig and Kyle of Lochalsh. I toiled up it 
dutifully on a very windy day. Steep and narrow though it is, it has 
nothing of Ladhar Bheinn's striking character, and my chief pleasure 
on top was in achieving 3,196 feet from actual sea-level in one hour 
fifty minutes. Certainly I was in good trim for the long mountain 
crossing from Loch Hourn to Shiel Bridge in Kintail, which I was 
to make the next day.

That crossing gave me the most exciting of my nineteen Highland 
mountain days. It was thick mist and driving rain all the way, and 
the 18 miles of walking and scrambling demanded map-and-compass 
work almost continuously. The mountains were as devoid of life 
and the signs of life as the surface of the moon, and the going was bog, 
rock, scree, and deep heather, with a preponderance of bog. The 
crux came when a difficult piece of contouring below crags (visibility 
five paces) followed by a steep descent brought me to the bank of a 
river that was not flowing west, as it should have been, but east. To 
decide where I had gone off course and where the error had landed 
me was not easy, and the eventual decision could only be proved 
right by toiling steeply up through the mist for an hour. If the 
bealach I hoped for was there, and could be crossed, I could still 
reach Shiel Bridge before dark; if not, I would have to spend a 
long and miserable night out. The penalty was not, perhaps, as great 
as the penalty of failure on steep rock. But when I topped the notch 
of an invisible pass and felt the ground falling steeply but easily in 
front I felt the same exhilaration one feels when the crux pitch has been 
neatly led.

Norman Tennent, S.M.C. member and Himalayan mountaineer, 
keeps the Kintail Lodge Hotel at Shiel Bridge. I doubt whether there 
is a better place to stay in all Caledonia. Glenshiel and its mountains 
are now National Trust property and there is no bother about 
getting on the hills in the stalking season. The five days I spent there 
gave me four grand peaks, brought my total of mountain miles on foot 
to 207, and gave me a fleeting glimpse of an old M.A.M. acquaintance. 
It was on my last day, and I was plodding along the head of Loch 
Duich looking for a place to leave the road and head for Ghlas Bheinn 
(3006 ft ). There came towards me at speed a very ancient grey Rolls 
Royce tourer, at its wheel a hatless old Viking with a lady in a 
motoring-veil clinging to his arm. It was Lewis Graham. I learned 
later that he was driving down to London.

.: ' 1  

After that it was steamer from Kyle of Lochalsh and the long 
train journey home. My farewell to rope had been joyfully said. Of 
course I was very fit indeed and home is not much more than a 
cannon-shot from Tremadoc. The rope unwreathed itself from the

11
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study wall, tied itself in a bowline, and took me up Christmas Curry. 
But it was someone else who led.

it
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ALPINE MEET, 1964
C. W. H. THOMSON

" Brace yourself," wrote President Ted Lloyd, " there is a general 
idea that you should be asked to lead the M.A.M. Alpine meet next 
year." There followed a mixture of cajolery and enthusiasm; I fell for 
the flattery, and before long the aphis, scab and mildew had full 
control of the apple trees, while the 'Courmayeur, 1964' file grew 
thicker.

" The people who are likely to go would like it fairly free and 
easy, as we have done before," was Ted's lead, and this of course 
was masterly understatement. How precisely the R.A.F. manuals 
had defined the responsibilities and privileges of leadership, but 
past experience with the hard core and their wives had removed 
all illusions. Democracy, in all its vocal aspects, male in the mountains, 
and female in camp, would make each decision, and the 'Leader' 
would merely be the optimist, occasionally consulted as an after 
thought, who wrote up the exciting story long afterwards. There 
was that revealing occasion in 1963, as the Dauphine informal meet 
was breaking camp, and someone was warmly thanking Stuart, who 
replied " Oh, I don't think I have been leading this meet, I think it 
was Bob."

But at least I remembered Bob's advice to Walter, in 1962  
'Pick a spot you want to go to, and just hope others will join you'  
and the venue, a tented base somewhere above Courmayeur on the 
Italian side of Mt. Blanc, and the dates, 19th July to the 8th August, 
were firm from the start. Exactly where we were to camp was a mystery, 
because the Commune site was known to be, to say the least, too 
public, and the delightful well-watered private wood that we had used 
with Norman Cochran in previous years had disappeared for ever, 
underneath the approach road to the yet unopened Courmayeur 
to Chamonix road tunnel. For this reason I travelled out several 
days early, to have a good look around both the Val Veni and the 
Val Ferret, before staking a claim territorially, since no-one in the 
Tourist Office, village or vicinity showed the least interest in the Club 
Automobile Italiano site at Purtud. This is a fairly extensive area 
of level valley floor, attractively covered in firs, scrub, pine-needles 
and grass, between the glacial Fiume Dora di Veni and the S.E. 
foot of the Peuterey Ridge. Drinking water sparkled from a nearby 
pipe, an albergo with a good dining room and two smaller wine estab 
lishments were within the trees.

It must have been cold, that first night, even at 1500 metres, 
for it was only in the heat of the following morning that it became 
all too apparent that men had camped there before. But with the 
arrival of the Robinsons, brown and healthy from Yugoslavia, and 
of Noel Ream, valiant cleaning-up with spade and matches soon had

13
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the area ready for enjoyable occupation, and in order to reserve 
space for later arrivals, tents, motor-cars, boulders, clothes lines, 
chianti bottles and climbing gear were deployed tactically between 
the trees.

Another early problem was how to get in touch with M.A.M. 
members as they arrived by road, or by rail and bus, in Courmayeur. 
Our camp was not difficult to locate, once direction, and distance 
or altitude, were known, but the Tourist Office would not accept 
messages, and the other means of communication, the Poste Res- 
tante, proved to be a one-way-only system. You handed your letters 
to the clerk in the Courmayeur Post Office, paid for the stamps, and 
the P.R. cabinet was right at his elbow, but when the addressees 
enquired there was nothing there, not even when we finally left, three 
weeks later.

What a magnificent area is this Mont Blanc massif, and how easy 
to get into it, via the teleferiques either from Chamonix to the 
North, or from Palud, just above Courmayeur, to the South East. 
We knew that the overwinter snow of 1963/64 had followed an unusual 
pattern, virtually none falling after November until a late pasting in 
the Spring, and that the subsequent lack of adhesion between the 
old and the new could lead to increased avalanche risk. Many deaths 
had been reported including twelve guides on the Aiguille Verte in 
a single incident. It was prudent, therefore, and good for toning 
up too, to try a straightforward route or two to begin with, so Bob, 
Noel and I took the last lift out of Palud on the Monday, leaving 
Joan in camp as a homing beacon for wandering Midlanders.

Perhaps the chief virtue of the Rifugio Torino, at 3322 metres, 
is that its entrance is only twenty paces from the top of the teleferique, 
and those along a concrete balcony. Fortunately, the tourists seem to 
go on to the higher hotel, so the hut, not overcrowded, is devoted 
to the associated pleasures of drinking, eating, drinking, sleeping, 
climbing and drinking. Who were we to upset tradition? We seeped 
in the atmosphere of the place, and felt at ease.

We felt even better the following morning, when dawn gave its 
early promise of a cloudless day as we cramponed up the Glacier 
de Tour Ronde, a sharp frost lifting the ice crystals to catch the first 
light. Spurning the shorter route up the couloir, we went on to the 
Col d'Entreves, to scramble unroped along the S.E. ridge to the 
summit; warm and friendly rock, requiring only occasional energy 
and care on the brief patches of hard ice. The Tour Ronde, situated 
at the hub of the great amphitheatre, is a magnificent spoofing 
platform; from the jagged profile of the Peuterey the eye sweeps 
over Mont Blanc, Maudit, Tacul, the Chamonix Aiguilles, then the 
Dru, Verte, Droites, and Courtes, to the Grand Jarasses and the 
Dent du Geant. The bare ice on the glaciers was significant it was 
likely to be a good climbing season, free from the scourge of deep
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soft snow, and we returned happily, via the couloir, to the Torino. 
Then another successful day, repeating a climb we had done 

in 1957, the S.W. (ordinary) route of the Dent du Geant. Cumulo 
Nimbus was making threatening rumbles as we climbed, and as we 
were exchanging the usual courtesies with the aluminium Madonna, 
lonely on her 4014 metre plinth, a sudden electrical discharge through 
our fibre-glass helmets gave a fleeting feeling that the gods were not 
pleased. Enough to send us scuttling down the fixed ropes, I at least, 
with an unnecessarily bulky rucsack, feeling much more than seven 
years older.

As we were too late back at the Torino to catch the last tele- 
ferique, Bob announced his intention of walking down to camp, and 
Noel opted to accompany him. They rapidly disappeared into the 
gloom, down the very steep and loose 6000 ft. of mountainside, still 
holding a few patches of winter ice. Noel had an unlucky slip in the 
dark, cutting his hand on his ice axe; their story, as they met me the 
next morning at Palud, was one of the alarm on the face of the teleTeri- 
que watchman, alone in his half-way Pavilion, as two ghost-like 
faces peered through his window at midnight.

We took Noel to the Commune doctor we were to get to know 
him well who stitched up the damaged hand, jabbed him several 
times in the place where it hurts most, and finally announced that 
he should not go on climbing. This was indeed unfortunate, but as 
Noel unhappily departed for Blighty, others arrived Bruce Maddick, 
then Stuart Hutchinson and Kathleen, and Jean Brown.

Bob and I in particular, had rueful memories of our rebuff on 
the Talefre, in 1957, when the climb had to be abandoned because of 
waist deep, cascading and avalanching new snow. This seemed to be as 
good a year as any to try again, so with Jean and Bruce we motored 
along the Val Ferret on the Friday evening, and walked up to the 
Refugio Dalmazzi. Only the wife of the hut warden and their twelve 
year old son were in residence, and we were reminded how pleasant 
a small isolated hut can be.

The Talefre, next day, was very straightforward; up the moraine, 
over the bald, very open Triolet Glacier, with minature seracs each 
capped by a stone. There were interesting problems of route finding 
through the crevasses, impressive in retrospect, as the rising sun 
spread its welcome warmth, followed by a difference of opinion about 
the best way to reach the ridge, then rock, snow, rock, a steepish 
snow arete, and a delicate move to the final unstable ridge and 
aiguille. The weather remained settled, but routes were limited in 
this area, others would be arriving in base camp, and we made a 
decision to return to the valley that evening.

Back in the Dalmazzi, finishing our food before the walk down, 
who should walk in but Ted Lloyd, Graham Willison, Stuart and 
Kathleen, as well as an Italian party. In minutes the quiet hut was
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transformed by wine, talk, food and laughter. Plans were made, 
hashed and rehashed, Italian descriptions half understood in the 
noisy confusion, French guide books half read by candlelight. Ted 
and Stuart would repeat our climb, four of us do a Grade 4 rock tra 
verse of the Leschaux shoulder 'but easy, only four hours to the 
Col' explained one Italian enthusiast in graphic Chicago English  
and descend to the Val Ferret via the Bivacco Gervesutti. After estab 
lishing that he had never found the bivacco, having been caught out 
by weather, I thought again of bulky rucsacs, maintained that four 
peaks would be too much for the first six days, and went to bed.

A few hours later the morning departure was, needless to say, 
less single-minded than usual, though still splendidly British in its 
inability to become excited. I remained stubborn, Bob decided that 
three on one rope was not on, but Graham and Bruce departed for 
the traverse, and Ted and Stuart for the Talefre, still well before 
dawn. As Bob, Jean, Kathleen and I ambled back later to the valley, 
we watched their progress through binoculars, pausing on the way 
to talk to an ascending British party.

Later that afternoon Dorothy Lloyd and Bridget Willison drove 
up the Val Ferret to be met, eventually, not by their returning 
husbands, but by one of the girls of the British party, who, in company 
with the son of the hut warden, had run down to give the message 
that there had been an accident Graham and Bruce had turned 
back from their climb, and slipped while glissading. Graham was 
injured, but was back at the hut. We were not to worry; Dr. Tom Patey 
was there, and the Commune doctor and policeman were on the 
way up.

The next day was spent bringing Graham down to Courmayeur, 
starting on foot, then along the easier moraine in a stretcher, to the 
medical clinic, and much to everyone's relief finally back to camp 
where he perforce spent the next fortnight recuperating. At first 
thought to have serious internal injuries, he was by this time lightly, 
though painfully, describing his decision to glissade as an error of 
judgment.

Bruce had behaved with commendable common sense; though 
knocked out when he shot head first into the bergschrund, his 
helmet had prevented more serious injury, and he was able to help 
Graham, whose rucsac straps had become tangled around his throat. 
Then he had fortuitously found the other British party on the glacier, 
including Dr. Patey and Messrs. Bonington and Brown as dis 
tinguished a stretcher party as any climber could have prayed for. 
The girl who had run down with the news, bloody-heeled in a new 
pair of boots, had returned to the hut in the dark, thoroughly soaked 
by a cloud burst that washed away part of the track. I must say she 
looked very fetching, as she walked around the hut next morning, 
in the briefest of tartan climbing shirts. I'm sorry, Graham, that it 
had to be you, but it seemed to make the accident more worthwhile.
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But it had all been too much of a close run thing, and party 
morale was understandably somewhat shaken. Obviously good climb 
ing in good weather was needed. Good weather and good climbing 
it was. David and Winifred Hern, who had arrived in time to help 
with the Dalmazzi recovery cavalcade, now joined the mass movement 
to the Torino, where a convivial evening was spent in wine and food. 
The following day Ted, Stuart, Bruce, David, Winifred, Jean and 
Kathleen spent, by all accounts, a happy day on the Tour Ronde, 
bringing back a very complete set of photographs of the ridge. Bob 
and I retraced our footsteps to the foot of the Dent du Geant, then 
did the Rochefort Arete, as far as the Aiguille a corniced ridge 
that Bob found just as interesting as on a previous occasion, whilst 
my opinion of the uncomfortably rotten luck under the highest point 
is unprintable. After a second pleasant night in the Torino, plans 
were changed in the face of increasing cloud and wind, and everyone 
returned to the fleshpots of the valley, to find that Barbara McLauch- 
lan and Christine Salter, and Tom and Marion Brown had joined the 
party.

Up to this stage the party had continued to increase in numbers, 
and none of the big mountains or harder routes had been attempted. 
Time was running out, however, for some of the earlier arrivals, and 
over an evening's wining, dining, coffee, liqueurs and cigars, Bob had 
no difficulty in recruiting an all-male party for a traverse of Mt. 
Blanc, via the Old Brenva, at least. For Ted, however, it was too soon 
and his immediate thoughts were on the aiguilles at the Western end 
of the massif, accessible from the Elisabetta Hut, an idea most of the 
girls found more tolerable. A compromise was reached, Bob and 
Bruce prepared for a quick traverse via the easier Italian route 
normale, while the main party motored up the very scenic road to the 
end of the Val Veni, walking only the last few hundred feet to the 
Elisabetta.

Thus began another intriguing two days. The Rifugio Elisabetta, 
with the Paramidi Calcarree, Col de la Seigne and frontier ridge as a 
background, looks east over the Lago di Combal towards the 
Aiguille Noire de Peuterey. Attractively built in stone and fairly 
new, it seems despite its accessibility to be relatively unused, and 
deserves more patronage. Plans were made; while one party covered 
some of the walks in and above the valley, Ted's party would take 
overnight food and gear up to the Bivacco Estellette, attempt the 
Aiguille des Glaciers, and return to the bivvy for a second day on 
the Trelatete.

We set off early enough in the morning, but as luck had it kept 
to the S.W. side of the Estellette stream in the pre-dawn darkness, 
consequently having to traverse the icy glacier and missing the normal 
scree couloir that leads up to the bivacco. It was an impressive snow 
couloir that we found, and used, simple enough to start with but 
increasingly steep and narrow. As David, Winifred and I hacked our
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way to the top, to find a cornice of very loose rock which crumbled 
under the slightest touch and separated us from the higher Glacier 
de la Lex Blanche, we looked down to warn Ted, Barbara and Stuart 
that they were in mortal danger. But they had gone disappeared 
without trace. It was at least an hour later that we heard a 'Wot'cha' 
up above us; they had taken the upper 'Y' of the couloir, much to 
pur relief. The problem was now to locate the bivouac, but suspecting 
it was somewhere down the ridge, we avoided further loss of time by 
cacheing our overnight stores on the glacier, and faced up to the more 
pressing problem of route finding. There had been much discussion 
of splitting into two parties at this point, one or two ropes to traverse 
via the obvious rock arete, and David and Winifred to skirt the 
mountain via the glacier and to climb it via the Col de la Scie and 
the North ridge. The snow was in such wonderful condition, however, 
that we all decided to stick to it. Even this route had its character, 
with crevasses, bergschrund, and ridge; as we climbed in the warm 
sun towards the Col, there were all the signs of high wind and unfriend 
ly weather on the other side. Sure enough, as the temperature 
plunged to sub-zero, the French valley generated cloud that swept 
up that side to obliterate the Aiguille, and even the Dome de Niege, 
which we made our highest point, leaving the final rock for another 
time. Then back into the shelter of the Lex Blanche, down to our 
gear, and the problem of finding the bivvy. It was a long way down 
the ridge, and after carefully deployed descending Stuart turned a 
corner to find it, and there was just time to photograph the last rays 
of sunlight on snow and peak before the glacier underneath us filled 
with dank cloud.

Then to the dog-house. It was waist high, and by lying on the 
bare floor I could touch all four walls simultaneously with my head, 
hands and feet; it was listed for four, and we were six. Nevertheless, 
food and hot drink were soon brewing; Stuart, tardy in removing his 
boots, was voted the best-dressed man to search for water, a distinction 
he lamented, as a whole hour went by, and he found it necessary to 
descend the gully as far as the glacier itself in his search in the dark. 
The conversation turned to hips and knees and elbows and boots, 
amidst the placatory hissing of the Gaz burner. If romance can be 
uncomfortable, it was romantic enough, but too cramping for tired 
limbs, and I spent half the night on a couple of wooden shutters, 
outside. When the 3030 metre cold became less bearable than cramp, 
I flashed a torch inside, whereupon five sardines hunched in a 
concerted move even closer. The choice was the cold angle against 
either the male or female wall and the latter was softer.

The morning brought no change in the weather. It was relatively 
clear but still troublesome wind and driving cloud on the French side, 
and we decided to go down and prepare for bigger things. A late 
breakfast back at the Elisabetta included omelettes with wine, cognac 
and cigars.
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Meanwhile, despite the high winds, Bob and Bruce had been 
right over the major massif, and we found them back in base camp. 
From the Val Veni they had taken the Miage Glacier, and up the 
lower slopes of the Aiguilles Crises to a night stop in the Rifugio 
Gonella. In a very full second day they had completed the traverse 
via the Dome du Gouter and Vallot Hut to the summit of Mont 
Blanc, then down the N.E. ridge over Mont Maudit and Tacul to the 
Col and Aiguille du Midi. It was a fine performance, in unpleasant 
conditions, in some thirteen hours. Hoping to descend on the tele- 
ferique, they found it had been stopped because of the wind, and 
spent their second night inside the Midi telef6rique station, sleeping 
on the floor, next day walking across the VallSe Blanche and the upper 
G6ant Glacier to Torino Hut, to catch the first car down to Palud.

While Bob and Joan, Bruce, Tom and Marion all packed up 
and departed, their holiday ending, Barbara and Christine went 
up to the Torino Hut, and they too had good weather, snow and rock 
on the Tour Ronde. Then, as a glorious grande finale, the weather 
held, at least on the Italian side, while Ted, David, Stuart and I went 
up the Miage Glacier to the Rifugio Durier, to spend the second day 
traversing the Bionnassay and Dome du Gouter to the Vallot, the 
third day over Mont Blanc, Mont Maudit and Tacul to the Aiguille 
du Midi, and the morning of the fourth day returning by teleferique 
across the Vallee Blanche and Glacier du G6ant, in itself an unfor 
gettable experience. But this I mention only for the record, because 
it has been written up separately by Stuart.

There is so much that has not been recorded the gregarious 
gatherings in camp, the eating in Courmayeur, the shopping, the 
many 'Wives' walks enjoyed by husbands too, around and about the 
area, the clothes-eating ' grasshoppers," the flowers, the morning 
broadcast from the nearby church camp, the water-carriers, Little 
John's morning round of the frame tents, a biscuit here, a chocolate 
there, the Barolos, Chiantis, Bardolinos, Orvietos and Valpolicellas.

I enjoyed it. I know that it wasn't vino and sunshine all the time, 
but like to think that everybody enjoyed something of it too.
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A CINfi ON THE MATTERHORN
R. L. B. COLLEDGE

Last year a friend particularly wanted to make his first ascent 
of the Matterhorn, and that by the Zmutt Ridge, and suggested that 
we could perhaps make a longer expedition of it by descending the 
Italian Ridge and returning over the Dent d'Herens. Reluctantly I 
agreed, as I had other things in mind, and yet the prospect of the 
longer expedition over the Dent d'Herens did entice me, so that I 
eventually began to grow enthusiastic.

At the last moment this enthusiasm vanished in a flash at the 
news that a mutual friend had been forced to alter his holiday plans 
at the last moment and wished to join us. Admittedly he is good 
company, even on a climb (I dare not say otherwise), but he has an 
itching cin6 camera finger. My worst fears were realised when I learnt 
that not only did he want to transport the extra weight up the climb, 
but that he actually wanted to film our activities. Despite my loudest 
protests, the vote was two to one against me and I had to give way. 
Perhaps my companion fancied himself as a film actor, I thought, and 
gloomily imagined the dreary slowness of our ascent. Eventually 
I came to the conclusion that as I had done the same climb some 
years previously, and found no difficulties, I could this time afford 
to take it easy, allowing the other two to enjoy themselves. Again, 
my knowledge of the route might compensate for an hour or so lost 
to the camera.

So with light hearts we shouldered our loads for the walk to the 
Schonbiel Hut, pausing occasionally for a few lengths of film to 
be exposed as a lead into the actual climbing sequences. Next 
morning we began the climb by descending the crumbling moraine 
to the Zmutt Glacier, the crossing of which gave more trouble than 
ten years ago. Extra crevasses, rubble heaps and general lack of snow 
slowed us down more than we liked, bearing in mind our photo 
graphic programme. Yet I would never use the alternative route from 
the H6rnli Hut, as I feel that the Schonbiel approach is the natural 
one. The approach march to the Schonbiel Hut is far superior, whilst 
one can spend the evening admiring the whole line of the route to 
come whilst sitting on the steps of the hut. Also if bad weather delays 
the climb for a day the Schonbiel is the better place, as one can always 
take exercise or photographs on the Pointe de Zinal behind the hut.

Once across the Zmutt Glacier we were up against the mass of 
the Matterhorn itself, and so commenced the ascent, first by ice slopes 
where ten years ago there had been snow, then across scree slopes 
until finally a long slabby slope brought us on to the snow ridge which 
is the start of the Zmutt. Although we had taken four and a quarter 
hours to this point, which is within the recommended time, we were 
running later than our programme permitted. The photographer, 
suffering from the after affects of his supper, had forced us to move
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more slowly than we liked, but we continued to hope that he would 
speed up on the easy ridge leading beyond the snow ridge.

On the snow ridge we were exposed to the full force of a very 
cold wind, yet nevertheless we had to stand and admire the view, or 
walk upwards, whilst our cameraman did his worst. He may have 
been feeling ill, but he never allowed this to interfere with his enthu 
siasm for his task. As we moved up the snow ridge it seemed good 
to be on the Matterhorn again, and I did not regret our choice. At the 
first rocks, the so-called " Zmutt Teeth," we roped up before 
starting the delightful scramble along the rising rock ridge, pausing 
here and there whilst the camera recorded our actions or a reel was 
changed. I had now given way entirely to the needs of the photo 
grapher and gave no thought to the fact that we might find the Carrel 
Gallery on the Tiefenmatten face rather difficult if the sun had been 
on it too long. We cruised happily along, ignorant of what was in 
store for us, my friends accepting my opinion that there should be 
no difficulties ahead.

When we did see the first difficulty we did not fully appreciate 
the importance of it. We could now see ahead the ridge rearing up 
to the small shoulder from where one first sees the Carrel Gallery, 
and this ridge was loaded with powder snow. At first we easily kicked 
steps, but soon we were searching under the snow for footholds as the 
angle increased, being lucky to find piton cracks where we could make 
a stance whilst the leader was safeguarded. All this took considerable 
time and I began to be worried about the delay, especially as the 
photographer was showing a worsening condition and moving very 
slowly. The prospects of a descent by the Italian Ridge were fading 
rapidly.

It was pleasant to arrive in the sunshine on the little shoulder, 
but the very sunshine itself showed the lateness of the hour. The 
verglas was still coating the rock, but the snow was now very soft. 
It is recommended to climb obliquely across the slabs to the right 
to a point where one can climb an easy edge and gully to arrive easily 
on to the Carrel Gallery, which is a steep terrace running across the 
Tiefenmatten face. From this terrace one can attain without difficulty 
the upper section of the true Zmutt Ridge, the direct ascent of which 
is prevented by a vertical nose. However, when we arrived at the edge 
of the gully, verglas prevented an easy ascent and it became necessary 
to climb a short, very severe slab to set foot on the snow. This was 
done by some brilliant climbing by our third man, who found the 
snow very soft on a layer of hard ice. With no time to cut steps he 
slowly moved up, splitting the slope in half by making a stance with 
a rock peg on an exposed boulder. The difficulty continued steeply 
to a vertical wall, followed by a traverse left, and then steeper climbing 
on rock covered with soft snow. Here I recalled moving rapidly in 
crampons ten years ago, followed by easy climbing on dry rock.
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Thanks to a good lead we now hoped we had overcome the main 
difficulty, although it had been time consuming. The descent of the 
Italian Ridge was out because we could not expect the final ridge to 
the summit to be in any better condition, although it would not present 
any great technical problem. Not only were we late, but our photo 
grapher was still not at all well and could not move as fast as we 
would have liked. Nevertheless he gamely ran off a few more feet of 
film on the ridge before the summit. The ridge itself required care 
as it held an abundance of powdery snow, whilst a short traverse on 
icy rock on the north side gave the third man another opportunity 
for a good lead.

We stood on the summit at 5.45 p.m., with all the world to 
ourselves. For some time now I had been cruising along, humbly 
accepting that the Solvay Hut on the East Ridge was as low as we 
would get that evening. Now I enjoyed very much our late arrival on 
the summit of the Matterhorn in magnificently clear weather. Had 
there been any doubt about the weather we would no doubt have 
returned before attempting the Carrel Gallery. As it was we could 
now sit for refreshments whilst enjoying the magnificent view 
spread around us.

As we began the descent I felt very much at peace with the 
world. I had accepted my lot, and nothing I could do would improve 
our position. Far below was the gloom of the Zermatt valley; 
beneath my feet was the icy slope which is the roof of the North 
Face. No footsteps in the snow, only crampons marks; so we walked 
down instead of jumping from huge step to huge step as on my previous 
visit, when deep snow was on the slope. The photographer was now 
feeling quite ill and could only move slowly, but even this very slowness 
was not unpleasant as it enabled me to enjoy our wonderful position
tO the full.  ,--. -:t ,. ;.,.  ;.-;,   -.   v

We kept our crampons on until well below the fixed ropes, owing 
to the icy conditions. During the descent of one vertical fixed rope 
the photographer felt worse and at the bottom leaned with his hand 
on the raised landing block. Despite a shouted warning of impending 
descent his hand was thus nailed to the rock by one of my crampons, 
newly sharpened. A request for relief was met by the panicky raising 
of the wrong foot. However, the raising of the correct boot enabled 
the hand to be removed, and apart from a bloodstained glove he was 
little the worse. The owner, true to form, did not lose his temper, 
and behaved very nicely about it.

The descent continued, until at last we arrived at the top of 
the rock slab above the Solvay Hut, our refuge for the night. The 
first man down arrived on the hut terrace in the last traces of daylight 
whilst the next man had to be partly lowered as he could not see all 
the holds for the last few feet. "Do an abseil" they shouted, and 
disappeared into the hut. In the darkness I now had no choice and
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searched in my sack for a suitable loop to leave behind. The Matter- 
horn now seemed a lonely place as I put the weight of my body 
tentatively on the rope and started to walk down backwards into dark 
space. As I pulled down the rope after landing, I realised that my 
companions would now be preparing to heat water for tea, and I 
felt suddenly thirsty.
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--,isn?< ICELAND, 1964
DOROTHY LEE

The land where most of the weather depressions which affect 
the British Isles originate had always attracted me, and in 1964 I 
found two companions who were not committed to other activities 
in June who agreed to join me for a three week holiday in Iceland.

We set off from London Airport on the 5th June in a small plane 
which did not fly too high, thus permitting us to locate our usual 
haunts in the English Lake District and Scotland as we flew over. 
The first impression of Reykjavik from the air was of extreme neatness 
and cleanness; the houses looked like dolls' houses and we realised 
that it was the lack of trees that gave this impression. At 10.15 p.m. 
the sun was still quite high in the sky a feature to which we eventually 
became accustomed.

We stayed in an hotel in Reykjavik for three nights, using the 
intervening days to familiarise ourselves with the city and arrange 
to hire a car, as the short tourist season had not yet commenced and 
transport was meagre. Our hotel breakfasts, served in our rooms, 
were of such generous proportions that we had quite sufficient cheese, 
eggs, meat and rolls for our picnic lunch later in the day.

All the houses and hotels are centrally heated, naturally. Water 
from the nearby hot springs is directed towards the town and there 
is sufficient and to spare for everyone. The hotel bedrooms were so 
warm, that we were not provided with blankets; we snuggled down 
under big white overlays, filled with pure eider down and found that 
the heat engendered soon had us too hot to be comfortable.

We particularly wished to visit Lake Myvatn, the haunt of 
numerous species of wildfowl, and to this end we started off from 
Reykjavik at 7.30 a.m. one morning to undertake the 282 mile drive 
to the Capital of the North, Akuyeri. The scenery was similar to 
Scotland and Norway, and as we drove round the many fiords we 
obtained magnificent views in all directions. The hills, of many dif 
ferent colours, gave on to a wide coastal plain leading down to the 
sea, and it was here that there were a few widely spaced farms where 
the rough grass had been cultivated by means of digging enormous 
ditches to drain the land.

We turned inland at Borganes to avoid the last two peninsulas 
of the North West coast, and traversed a pass, close to high hills 
on our left, which gave us wide views over the valley to our right. 
In the distance we could see the great Langjokull glacier stretching 
out on top of the far hills like an ice cap with an area of approximately 
390 square miles.

Turning northwards, and again cutting across the base of several 
peninsulas, we finally negotiated the very attractive pass through the 
mountains and approached Akuyeri from the West. Some black 
ridges, bristling with pinnacles looked particularly enticing but the
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distance from habitation would necessitate a camping expedition 
to get to grips with them. As we sat talking in bed that night the 
setting sun was shining through our window at midnight.

Akuyeri, a neat clean town which looks as though it is built 
into the fiord, brought cameras to the ready as we made our way 
eastwards again towards Lake Myvatn. We crossed the river plain 
which is about three miles across and necessitates the crossing of 
about four or five bridges over the various channels. On the further 
side of the fiord, we came across the 17th Century village and church 
of Lanfaus. There were about eight or nine houses made of peat 
turves, having natural earth floors and all interconnecting. The peat 
sods are stacked obliquely] for drainage purposes, one presumes, 
and on the roofs the grass was flourishing. The village is kept in statu 
quo as a place of national interest.

As we crossed the last high pass towards Myvatn it snowed, 
and on holding our Centigrade thermometer outside the car window 
we counted the drop from 18° to 3° like a 'count down'. The scenery 
became very wild and strange, showing such evidence of glaciation 
as glacier humps. There are few trees in Iceland and a wood consists 
of a limited area of short birch trees, more like scrub.

The nearer we came to Myvatn, the more fantastic became the 
scenery. We threaded our way through an extensive area of solidified 
black lava which in cooling has assumed the most bizarre shapes. 
These strange forms were also in the lake and, reflected in the pale 
still waters, gave the most unreal effects. We were surrounded by 
dark extinct volcanoes of almost uniform height and size and when, 
later on, we came to climb up their smooth sides, it was like climbing 
up a heap of loose dusty cinders. Solidified, once molten, lava lay in 
the dips in the surrounding fields and it was fascinating to see it like a 
river of rough stone curling along the narrow valleys between the 
hummocks which were slightly higher.

From our hotel, which was on the lakeside, we were able to 
watch the many wild birds which inhabited the lake. We had 'Peter- 
sen's Bird Book' with us and with binoculars we were able to identify 
many of these wildfowl. We were particularly interested in the 
harlequin ducks which we saw the next day in the fast flowing stream 
where the lake has its outlet. It was here that a host of little black 
flies swarmed around us although they did not actually attack us in 
any way. To escape their attentions we were obliged to put up our 
wind-jacket hoods, put scarves over our faces to cover our noses 
and mouths, and even gloves on our hands to prevent them getting 
up our sleeves. They beat quite a tattoo on the outside of our anorak 
hoods and we were glad to escape by retreating a little way from that 
area.

We decided to make our way further eastwards and to visit 
Dettifoss, the largest waterfall in Iceland. To get there we were told
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to follow the road that leads through a place called Namarskand, 
where the hill encircled an area of volcanic activity. The first 
hills we came to were steaming in various places and on closer inspec 
tion we found little jets of steam exuding directly from the black 
ground. On scraping away a few of the surface stones one would 
find, after a moment, a few fresh jets of steam arising from the dis 
turbed surface. The ground was decidedly warm to the feet and quite 
satanic in appearance.

On the other side of these hills we found an area, about a square 
mile, which was a depression of chemical activity. There were geysirs 
of steam, sulphur pools and lava pools bubbling, and it was obvious 
that we must exercise care where we walked. There was nobody else 
there apart from ourselves, and no warning notice in any shape or 
form, so we used our ice-axes to test the ground before we stepped 
towards any of these phenomena. Some of the pools were yellow 
and some were black but they were all boiling and bubbling like 
treacle and when any one of them boiled over, the excess ran away 
in a still bubbling rivulet. The sulphur fumes were strong, the noise 
from the geysirs was continuous and powerful, and the steam trailed 
off windwards giving a most extraordinary scenic effect. We were 
reasonably careful because we knew that the previous week a man 
had carelessly stepped back to focus his camera, and in sinking into 
the infirm ground had badly scalded both legs up to the knee. The 
whole area was coloured orange, white, grey, and yellow against 
steaming black hills and was a place I shall certainly never forget.

We set off eastwards now over a black desert of lava, punctuated 
with grotesque shapes of lava pinnacles, until we eventually crossed 
a river and turned northwards again towards the coast. Soon we saw 
the mist from Dettifoss falls and made our way towards the basalt 
gorge which contains them. They were most impressive, falling over 
two basalt ledges of rock which lie at quite different angles before 
churning down the gorge which leads towards the Arctic Ocean. 
We were quite alone in this area of power and beauty and felt that we 
were seeing a new land in the making.

On the way to the North Coast, we visited an inland amphi 
theatre of basalt cliffs called Asbyrgi. The cliffs rise directly from 
level ground to a height of 150 to 200 feet and are continuous for 
about a mile or more. They would provide an incomparable venue 
for a climbing meet, although the nesting falcons might object to 
such an intrusion of their privacy.

On reaching the coast, we spent a long time on the cliffs watching 
all manner of seabirds where they live practically undisturbed. 
Puffins, fulmars, oyster catchers, eider duck and all manner of sea 
birds abounded, and when we stopped at some of the coastal towns 
we were impressed by the extent of the fishing activities all around 
the seaboard. We took photographs at midnight of herring trawlers 
unloading or vessels putting into harbour with a good catch of cod.
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The codfish are tied in pairs, slung over a wooden structure situated 
on some small hill just outside the town and left there to be dried by 
the wind. They become stiff as boards, but these structures are to be 
found in the vicinity of all coastal villages in Iceland, even Reykjavik, 
and one assumes that even in this day and age of artificiality, the wind 
and the rain do a better job of drying and preserving the cod than 
any human device.

We now travelled westwards to the Snafellsnes peninsula, one of 
the North West peninsulas we had avoided on our way to Akuyeri. 
As we passed at the foot of the mountains we could see quite clearly 
where the volcanoes had erupted, and the deluge of now solidified 
lava was clear to be seen in a flow down the moutainside and splaying 
out over the coastal plain to the sea. A 'river of stone' is very awkward 
terrain to negotiate and we found that many of the roads made detours 
round these tongues of old lava.

We stayed at Budir, a small place at the foot of the Snafellsnes 
glacier, and we found the coastline very beautiful and seething with 
all sorts of sea birds and even some seals. The eider ducklings were 
everywhere, and we had the good fortune to find two eider duck 
nests on the seashore. They were packed with the soft eider duck's 
feather which she plucks from her breast to keep the eggs and chicks 
warm. The scenery was delightful and available from about 2 a.m. 
to 1 a.m., at which time of the clock we were able to take photographs 
although our light meters were most reluctant to register in this half 
light of early morning.

We left this dreamlike country with regret and made our way 
back to Reykjavik with the idea of seeing the places of interest in that 
vicinity before we concluded our holiday. As we travelled south 
again we noticed that the tough little Icelandic ponies were being 
rounded up in preparation for the tourist season. These ponies are 
mostly cream, sometimes brown and very often piebald or skewbald. 
They are short and strong and the original strain which was brought 
to Iceland by the Vikings has not been diluted by any outside strain 
for the past 800 years.

We visited Thingvellir, the site of the ancient meeting place 
where the first parliament was instituted in 870 A.D. Here there is 
a great rift in the windswept land, about 100 yards across and extend 
ing for several miles across the country. The sunken land between the 
cliffs on either side of this rift provided the shelter the Norsemen 
needed for a meeting place. It must be remembered that Iceland was 
'settled' about 900 A.D. and therefore has no pre-history. One assumes 
that prior to this date the land was still volcanic and newly-formed, 
consequently it is comparatively a new country both geologically and 
historically.

We then visited Gulfoss, the Great Geysir, and also Heverigerdi, 
where the steam hot springs are used to warm huge greenhouses
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where fruit and vegetables are grown under glass. All these places 
can be visited from Reykjavik. Gullfoss the golden waterfall is, 
like Dettifoss, a double waterfall and we were lucky enough to photo 
graph it with a double rainbow in the spray.

At the site of the Great Geysir there are several smaller geysirs 
all of them like great pools, gently boiling and occasionally sending 
a plume of scalding water into the air. The Great Geysir itself had 
discharged a day or two before we arrived and it was now a great 
smooth sided funnel into the ground with the level of the water within 
it about 15 feet below ground. It was emitting steam and was 
very evil looking. We knew that it would gradually fill up with boiling 
water and bubble gently until the underground forces that produce 
these phenomena eventually forced it to discharge its contents once 
again in a great column of hot water and steam. Meanwhile, had 
anyone missed their footing on the smooth waterworn edge of the 
funnel there could be no hope of survival within that sinister maw, 
nor any thought of attempted rescue from the scalding water so far 
below the surface.

We then packed the car for a visit to a tourist hut situated in 
the region near Hekla. The road signs never gave us the name of the 
next town, but gave a territorial direction, such as 'Yorkshire' in Eng 
land, but we had large scale maps and managed reasonably well. 
Shortly the road deteriorated into a mere track marked in the black 
loose sand. In the midst of this desert-like terrain and about 25 miles 
from the last habitation, we became embedded in a dip in the track 
where the loose sand had been filtered by the wind. We tried to dig 
the wheels out but the more we burrowed the deeper the wheels 
became embedded. We were finally rescued by a 4 wheeled Bedford 
truck, which is about the only vehicle that can traverse this sort of 
country sucessfully. This truck was the only thing we met during that 
day. Having been lifted bodily from the sand, we proceeded on -our 
way into these black hills only to be halted at about 11.30 p.m. by a 
fast flowing river which we were unable to cross in a Volkswagen. 
No response but echoes came to our whistle blowing, and we decided 
to retreat a little way from the river and camp out for the night, which 
we did in this eerie and apparently god-forsaken spot. We slept well 
under the light of the moon on the snows of distant Hekla.

For the most part, the interior of Iceland is a vast waterless 
desert of volcanic origin, and since it is porous rainwater just seeps 
through the sand until it finds far below some hard rock bed along 
which it can flow towards the sea. All the rivers are unnavigable and 
most have enormous waterfalls along their courses where they leap 
from one rock level to another. The problem therefore is one of too 
much water, flowing at great speed in any given spot, the surrounding 
country consisting of mile upon square mile of waterless desert.

When these turbulent rivers meet the surge of the sea at the
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coast their speed is checked, and long sand bars pile up across the 
mouth of the rivers, forming pools behind them which are excellent 
habitats for many wild birds, such as the Arctic tern by which some 
areas are infested.

It would be interesting to traverse the centre of Iceland with a 
completely self-supporting party, mechanised and equipped for 
camping. Even to the layman's eye the country is still in the process 
of chemical evolution, and although the botanist would be ill-rewarded 
by quantity, the gradual clothing of the newly-formed land by 
Icelandic moss; lichens, rockplants and eventually rough grass would 
be an absorbing study in time. The latest eruption in Iceland was that 
of the volcano Askja in 1962 and in October 1963 the subterranean 
volcanic forces provided Iceland with fresh territory when the island 
of Surtsey erupted from the sea south of the Vestman Islands.

We flew near this new island, still smoking, when we visited the 
Vestman Islands for our last trip. We were obliged to travel in the 
hospital plane, which can land anywhere at any time, as the weather 
was turbulent and the landing tricky. The islands are protected by 
steep cliffs, some of the smaller islets being quite inaccessible and 
therefore the haunt of thousands of sea birds. The air strip was at 
the top of the cliffs and between two extinct volcanoes, and the landing 
was really spectacular from inside the plane on such a windy day. 
The only town was a busy one with a flourishing fishing trade, materi 
ally assisted by the existence of an excellent harbour which incidentally 
was most photogenic with the cliffs and other islands behind it.

Our visit to Iceland ended a day or two later when we returned 
by air via Glasgow to London. It seemed to us that we had been in 
a different planet where the terrain was only something akin to that 
which we know, but we all felt that this was a country that must be 
revisited.
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A BIONNASSAY-MONT BLANC TRAVERSE
STUART HUTCHINSON

We drifted about in camp during the morning, doing odd 
chores and endlessly discussing just what to do next. It was a rest-and- 
reorganise day really, after our previous adventures in the high 
places, but I for one was not at ease, and I sensed the others too were 
keyed up and indecisive, though none of us actually said so.

Our time amongst the great peaks and ridges of the Mont Blanc 
area was getting short, and the four of us, David Hern, Ted Lloyd, 
Tommy Thompson and myself had, amongst our plans, to do a tra 
verse of the Bionnassay, Mont Blanc and Aiguille du Midi route. 
This is of course a long and serious undertaking, consistently high, 
not easy to escape from, and for us requiring three days and two 
nights on it.

From our camp in the Val Veni, below the great buttresses of the 
Rouge and Noir de Peuterey, we watched all morning the thin stream 
of wind torn clouds scudding over these tops. It was pleasant enough 
in the valley; the sky was mainly clear, the sun shone hot, but those 
plumes of movement above told well enough how different it would 
be on a high inescapable ridge!

We finally set off, and it was about two o'clock when we parked 
Tommy's car on a little grassy area far up the Val Veni close by the 
great rubble heaps of the lower Miage Glacier. Even these from close 
by seemed to dominate us. Tommy fixed the car, Ted and I lit our pipes 
and sat around. David took a photo, and perhaps five minutes passed, 
but nothing much was said and we set off. At first we took a little 
well-used tourist path, where picnicers wander by the small green 
lake below the moraine and a few pines grow even on the active debris. 
Perhaps two hundred yards, no more, of this led steeply to the crest, 
and once on this we could see up the whole length of the glacier; a 
sudden view of an incredible chaotic wilderness of huge blocks, not 
steep, but stretching straight on and up for a long way like a great 
river of stones in spate. The head of the glacier in the distance was 
backed by a high cirque of mixed steep snow and rock buttresses, 
the snowfields scarred extensively with black cones and lines of fallen 
debris, and the whole topped by the clear cut delicate line of a snow 
ridge. Somewhere on this ridge, or just over it, was our abode for the 
night, the Durier Refuge. It seemed a very long way away.

We descended to the boulders below, and set about the task. 
Navigation amongst the blocks, the very wonder of the place, and the 
four of us together at it, soon changed our mood to one of light- 
hearted satisfaction at having made a start. We rested once or twice 
amongst the boulders, and gradually as we got higher the surface 
changed to crevassed ice, and this and the water runnels became the 
obstacles rather than great blocks of stone. We stopped a little way 
short of the steep wall enclosing the head of the glacier to consider
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how best to gain the snow ridge above. The sun had disappeared 
behind the Petit Mont Blanc and the Trelatete and an atmosphere of 
gloom and urgency returned.

The most direct route, though not very inviting, appeared the 
only possible line up. The first crevasse on the steep lower snow 
brought the ropes out, and the upper lip of this landed us in an area 
of dirty debris. The route was complicated and progress slow, but 
led us in time to a steep broad rock ridge, to which we gladly took. 
The ropes were stowed and we ascended each in our own time by his 
chosen route.

Tommy pressed on upwards, and I remember Ted far below 
complaining that the rope would not be out of place. David was 
nowhere to be seen. Higher still there was no option but to take to 
the steep snow on the right again, and at last we all gathered on a 
rocky ledge, and put the rope on once more. The slope was now of 
clean unbroken snow which we were sure would lead us out on to the 
ridge above somewhere near the refuge, but higher up we were 
obliged to return to the rock, and then again to what we thought 
must be the final snow slope. Gradually the angle eased. It was nearly 
dark and ahead was yet another steep snow rise, so we closed up the 
rope between us. As I came up over this I quite suddenly saw down 
into the valley on the Chamonix side; spread in all directions was a 
rippled, unbroken sea of grey cloud, far below, flaming red with the 
last glow of the day. One by one the others gained the ridge, and all 
thoughts of looking for the refuge were for the moment secondary 
to taking in the magnificence of the colour. Cameras clicked, and 
time passed. We had thought the refuge to be on the rocky outcrops 
to the right where the ground steepened towards the start of the 
Bionnassay, but a search of these revealed nothing. Back along the 
ridge and a little way down to the right, a shape too square to be a 
rock appeared, and we were home.

The Durier refuge is in a magnificent situation, and we had it 
to ourselves. It is a well built little wooden structure, about nine feet 
by twelve, and we were soon well in occupation. Right along one side 
was a sleeping shelf, complete with palliasses, and in the corner oppo 
site the entrance was a cooking shelf with sundry simple things, some 
candles, a mug or two and a pan for getting water in. These seemed 
like luxury furnishings. Water was a problem, but Ted and David, 
with much laborious hacking about with axes, engineered a place 
below the ice where a cup could be placed to fill from the trickle thus 
made. Meanwhile Tommy set up kitchen and started on the supper. 
He was also the carrier of the Cognac bottle, and when enough water 
was at last collected for coffee, we all had the first issue from it. This 
flask was to play a significant role during the following night.

We fed and chatted and settled down. It was a wonderful 
situation, completely on our own, well placed for the morning,
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and not a breath of wind outside. The next morning was perfect, and 
soon after sunrise we left the hut and followed the ridge towards the 
Aiguille de Bionnassay. At first the going was an easy snow ridge 
with occasional rocky sections, but soon we were at the foot of steep 
rocks towering upwards, against which the upper edge of the snow- 
field rested steeply. Here we had to move one at a time and I was 
despatched to the front to find a way up. I took a line up the right 
hand side of the ridge proper; two hundred feet or so of this followed 
by some chimneys brought me to easier ground again, and we were 
able to move together, out to the right on to the very steep upper 
snows of the Bionnassay glacier which goes right up to the ridge.

The angle became very steep as we gained height, and Tommy 
and David, who were in front kicking the steps, spent some time 
getting up the last hundred feet and breaking on to the ridge. As Ted 
and I stepped carefully up through their groove on to the ridge we 
could see straight down hundreds of feet of unbroken snow to the 
glacier and the Chamonix valley below. With care we could just stand 
on the crest, and very carefully we began to move along it.

The whole mountain top, perhaps three quarters of a mile long, 
is like a great wafer of snow on edge, arching gently along the top. 
Tommy and David, who were a little way ahead of us now, seemed 
in difficulty, and we saw them taking to the a cheval position astride 
the top and proceeding in this position. We soon did likewise. The 
ridge got thinner still, the slopes on either side even and unbroken 
to the glaciers far below. As we sat and worked our way along, I 
remembered wondering what to do if Ted came off, and vaguely 
thought I'd have to jump off the other side, if only I could see which 
side he went! Fifty yards or so above the col we cautiously stood up 
again, not without some fussing, and proceeded step by step. Ted 
seemed to me very slow and I nattered at him to keep in step with me. 
It was one of those times when altitude and tension seem to sap ones 
tolerance, but as soon as we stood more easily on the col, I regretted 
being so inconsiderate. Ted, of course, denied noticing anything at all.

From the Col de Bionnassay we could see the great mass of the 
Dome du Gouter above us, a rounded snowy ridge between us and 
its steeply rising snow ridge. Away and higher to the right were the 
rounded snowy domes of Les Bosses, and higher still behind them 
Mont Blanc itself. Everything ahead was snow, not white, but 
frozen silver glistening in the sun.

The going now was no longer exposed, just an endless snowy 
upwards trudge. Somewhere over Les Bosses was the Vallot Hut, 
and we fooled ourselves that it wasn't far to go. On the broad ridge, 
below the final steep rise on to the Dome, someone said the magic 
words, " let's stop and have a brew up." The hot sun blazed on us 
from a cloudless sky and scorched back off the snow. Tommy got 
the stove out and we melted snow and brewed a very welcome drink.
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Liquid now was our constant longing, and the water in our bottles 
had long since gone; we stuffed them full of snow, hoping it would 
melt in our rucksacks as we climbed. Contentment amongst us was 
complete, with each other and with our situation. We stowed the 
things and set off again.

Tommy and I now roped together, and David joined Ted. Tommy 
and I have both got long strides, and we soon found an almost perfect 
rhythm together for this sort of going; adjustment to the slope, the 
pace, and even pausing for a breath happened as we both seemed to 
wish without a word being said. This plodding went on and up over 
the crisp glistening snow, over the Dome du Gouter, and on to the 
rounded rising slopes beyond. We could now see the Vallot Hut, an 
aluminium box, shining in the sun above us. It still seemed a long 
way to go, we were very tired and moved slowly now, and slower 
still up the final long steep slope. The sun behind us was now quite 
low, and the Bionnassay away in the distance looked like a great 
silver dorsal fin rising from the evening haze.

Two figures were descending the slopes above towards the 
hut, and this interfered with my hopeful expectations of the four of us 
spending a second pleasant night in the peaceful solitude of a small 
high mountain hut, These hopes of mine were soon to be much more 
severely shattered.

We entered the hut through a sort of human syphon, designed to 
keep out the snow, first up steps in a tunnel, and down more to the 
inside. As we entered I could see climbers lying and sitting about; 
the place was cold and in a shambles. There was no furniture other 
than a table which was already being slept on, some benches, and a 
large number of metal slatted bed frames, stacked or lying in various 
places. We found a space in a corner beside the tunnel entrance, deep 
in accumulated garbage, not rotting but permanently preserved by 
frost. There was ice on the floor and large gaps at the joints.

It was a little while before we adjusted ourselves to the situation, 
and then Ted and David set about disposing of some of the muck. 
Bucket after bucket they carted up and down the stairs in the tunnel 
and dumped over the edge, whilst Tommy and I rigged up as best 
we could a sort of working area with one of the slatted frames propped 
up, and gathered others to sleep on, making a dreadful metallic clatter 
in the process. This all took a long time and when we had made our 
selves as comfortable as was possible under these conditions, there 
was little enthusiasm to cook or eat, but we had to, and made do 
with the minimum. But outside, as the night came on, the sunset, 
golden on the snow domes all round, and flaming red with orange 
in the west over an endless sea of cloud, was really ample compensa 
tion.

We cannot say we slept, though I must have done, for Ted and 
Tommy, who were against the metal wall, confessed in the morning
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that they had in desperation resorted to the Cognac during the night. 
Had I really had no sleep at all I would have joined them in their 
crime, but they chose the only few minutes whilst I slept, and were 
very thoughtful not to wake me or David! Until very late more parties 
kept arriving, and clattered and clanked about in the dark, adding 
to the discomfort, and stamped about the metal floor with crampons 
on.

At first light we gladly started to prepare to move out. We ate 
what we could from our sacks, anything which needed no prepara 
tion and did not have to be put down in the process, as this resulted 
in its being immediately lost amongst the dirt beneath the shambles 
of frames and kit. At the Vallot we had joined the tourist trade route 
up and down Mont Blanc, and I should have guessed better than to 
expect another perfect night like our previous one at the Durier 
Refuge. As we moved away up the snow crests, there were other 
parties above, and more behind, and at half past eight we reached 
the summit plateau. The morning was perfect, the valleys filled with 
thin mists, and the Alps lay below us as far as we could see in all 
directions. We spent an hour there.

It was our plan to traverse to the Aiguille du Midi, over Mont 
Maudit and Mont Blanc du Tacul, so here again we left the trade 
route, and as we descended quickly down the steep hard snow towards 
the Col de la Brenva we were once more on our own. At the first 
level snow we stopped and brewed a drink, and ate a civilised break 
fast in civilised conditions. As we went along the col we deviated to 
see the top of the Old Brenva route, which Tommy had done nine 
years before in bad weather. He was anxious to get a look at where 
he had been on that occasion.

We now had to traverse Mont Maudit. Its steep snow ridge was 
exhausting in the hot sun, and we all began to suffer from thirst badly. 
Water was a real problem, as we had not got much gas left in the 
cooker to melt any more snow with. On top of Mont Maudit we stop 
ped to consider the way down; the way ahead was more complicated 
now, and below us there were ridges and glaciers in all directions. 
We went down a broken rocky ridge to the North West, but it was 
soon necessary to drop down off this to the glacier below Mont Blanc 
du Tacul. The rocks dropped away steeply to the upper snows, and 
further down we could see a large bergschrund. With care and cursing 
and fussing, we roped down the rocks on to the snow, and slowly 
descended, kicking or cutting steps as we went. We found a not too 
difficult crossing over, or rather in, the bergschrund, and then moved 
more easily to the snow basin below.

Mont Blanc du Tacul now confronted us, but there appeared to 
be no difficulty about it, just another plod upwards. We were tired 
and very thirsty; another halt for a brew up was called for. Once again 
Tommy got to work with the stove, and Ted fed the pan with com 
pressed lumps of snow which seemed as if they would never melt.
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Bionnassay Ridge, looking S. W. to Dome de Miage.
C. W. H. Thomson
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A drink eventually was ready. At last one of us made the dreaded 
remark. "We ought to make a move."

Getting to the top of Mont Blanc du Tacul was just a flog as we 
expected. Clouds began to build up from the Chamonix valley, and 
for a moment as we stood on the summit, we saw the top of the 
Aiguille du Midi sticking through a break in the clouds like a castle. 
It still seemed very far away.

We set off down towards the Col du Midi. The snow was well 
crevassed and the surface often broke away; it was tedious going. 
At last we reached the upper Vall6e Blanche, and we knew there were 
no more obstacles to overcome. Slowly we set off towards the Midi. 
We took the ropes off, and generally relaxed, each going at his own 
speed. None of us had much to say; there was just a deep mood of 
satisfaction now, and a certain determination to get on to the top of 
the Midi, where we knew we'd be able to rest.

We all got strung out across the level snowfield, and as I rounded 
the bottom of the great tower of the Midi, I could see that it was yet 
another longish climb to reach the top. Half an hour later Tommy 
and I were not far apart as we approached the entrance to the snow 
tunnel leading to the tourist galleries cut inside the rock. There were 
two figures peering cautiously out into the mist. As we entered they 
asked for photos of us, and one enquired how long we had been out 
in this. When we told them three days I think they thought we were 
some sort of super men, and they explained that at Chamonix and in 
the valleys the weather had been dull and wet during all that time. 
We had been in another world of snow and sun above all this.

Tommy and I made our way to the Teleferique station, along 
dark dripping tunnels inside the rock, only to find that the last cable 
car had left an hour ago. So we did the only other thing to do, and 
went in search of liquor. We eventually found a bar, just about to 
close, but not before we made a suitable purchase. Ted and David 
soon arrived, and were soon sharing a drink with us.

What to do for the night ? We were certainly not going to descend 
the Midi again and walk across the Vallee Blanche and the Geant 
glacier. After wandering around and making some inquiries, we were 
offered the floor of a heated workmen's canteen. We jumped at this 
offer gladly, and settled ourselves in.

Next morning we caught the first cable cars across to the Torino, 
and back down to Courmayeur, where the four of us contentedly 
indulged in a slap-up hotel breakfast, and leisurely ordered a taxi 
back to camp. It had been a happy trip, an exciting trip, three 
wonderful mountaineering days I shall long remember, and I am sure 
David, Ted and Tommy will do so too.
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THE NORTH FACE OF PIZ PALU
ROGER WALLIS

Dew lay heavily on the grass and we packed quietly, for the 
M.A.M. were asleep and it is not for us to wake our elders. The silent 
streets of Cortina were soon behind, and we ascended the Falzarego 
to the accompaniment of the whine of gears, there to greet the dawn 
and to cast last glances through the watery yellow light at the silent 
lonely monoliths, culminating on the left in the wonderful north face 
of the Civetta. We turned away and sped on over the Sella, across 
acri4 dust-laden valleys, and so slowly up the Bernina Pass where 
we came to grass, trees, chalets, cows and patches of snow. Just like 
one of those tourist posters, I thought, but the mean, cynical com 
ments I attempted to utter were frozen into silence, for as we swung 
down the bends below the Diavolezza chair-lift we saw the view. 
An enormous picture window revealed a steep dark cleft through the 
pines, and our eyes followed pounding angry white water up through 
moraines to the Morterasch glacier, and then upwards to three steep, 
beautifully balanced ridges sweeping down from high, snowy wastes 
 the north face of Piz Palu. We rushed to the Boval Hut, although 
nowadays we know that the hut time signs are meant as guides and 
not as challenges to impetuous youth!

The next day the sun was already vividly lighting the upper 
slopes of Bellavista as we hurried down and across the level Morterasch 
glacier. We passed four German boys arguing the toss over the route 
and hurried by, up the steep unpleasant glacier debris below and to 
the side of the Pers glacier. Eventually, covered in sweat from our too 
rapid exertions allied to too many pullovers we arrived on the upper 
n6ves. The sun still lit the three ridges in profile and the choice was 
ours; the right, short and steep; the middle, rock below, seracs at 
mid height and snow ridge above; the left, spasmodic beginnings 
giving way to simple delineation above. The left would allow us a 
complete traverse of the mountain, and so the left it was.

By now it was almost 8.00 a.m., quite reasonable by the Dolomite 
standards we had just left but rather late for 4,000 metre country. We 
were however consoled by the sight of two climbers, obviously 
' masters,' who passed to the central ridge. Silly fumblings with berg- 
schrunds wasted time, and I followed this with a twenty foot skid 
down melting fresh snow overlying verglas. The lady on the rope 
commented that she had never seen me perform this act before, and I 
retorted that if she did not take the rope in I was unlikely to have 
the chance of ever repeating it!

However, Malcolm took over the lead and we toiled up irrita- 
tingly new-snow-covered verglas ledges. Here on the lower slopes 
of the ridge the route was tedious and uncertain, but a few hundred 
feet higher we rounded the eastern face where the early sun had 
cleared the new snow, and rapidly ascended blocks and grooves and
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little ledges to emerge on to the surprisingly narrow and steep crest 
of the ridge. The rocks were faintly worn; Diavolezza parties evidently 
joined the ridge here.

Now we had a definite line of rough, pleasant arcing curves of 
ever steepening rock to follow, rock of truly Tremadoc character, 
and we speeded up, so giving one of our better displays of Alpine 
style rock climbing as a trio, the leader racing away, cursing his second 
when pulled backwards, the second cursing the leader for pulling 
upwards and the third pulling backwards the function of the rope 
apparently being to transmit annoyance. As third I was lost in 
contemplation of the fine spacious views across the snow and ice 
patterns of the couloirs and ridges of the face and the long satisfying 
line of the Biancograt on the Bernina. Eventually we overtook in height 
the rival central rib party, and I suggested a lunch break. Revived by 
iced fresh lemon juice and sardines, I was changed from an introverted, 
uninterested third into dynamic upward movement as leader. As 
leader you have the choice and the decision of the route, the moun 
tain, the weather and the time, and all is interest; as third, one is 
morosely introspective and one develops a hate fixation towards the 
idiots above. I didn't dare ask what it was like to be No. 2.

The ridge steepened continuously and odd pitches demanded 
thought. Crafty traverses off the crest did not bring easy solutions, 
but rather fresh and more difficult problems, but by now the greater 
height was bringing its compensations, for the views from this eastern 
most peak of the main Bernina group were most striking. All the 
Bernina peaks are more or less 4000 metres, but the highest, Piz 
Bernina, lies off the main frontier crest as the stem of a capital T, and 
so as we climbed we not only had widening views of the Bernina 
itself but also of Roseg and Scerscen beyond. High up we had noticed 
that the rock ridge gave out on to a narrow steep snow ridge which 
at about one third of the way up took a sort of sideways flare, 
indicating either a very rapid steepening or a serac barrier. The new 
snow of the previous night had completely filled the tracks of previous 
parties and had frozen as a fine icy cover over rock-hard snow. 
Crampons or steps were obviously required, but time was flying by 
and at the same moment we entered the mid-afternoon cumulus from 
Italy. The week in the *Dolies paid dividends, and a couple of painful 
kicks and a sweep with the axe produced a set of microsteps, and 
almost at a run we panted up the last four hundred feet to the neg 
ligible cornice, and only just stopped before sliding off down the 
other side into Italy. 4.00 p.m., five hours for 5,000 feet, was not a 
very impressive performance, but almost immediately we were joined 
by the four Germans who had taken the same time on the voie 
normale, crash hats and all, and the central rib party were still on 
their serac section, so we felt we had not done so badly after all.

(*babytalk, meaning Dolomites Ed.)
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The fine traverse over the three summits of Piz Palu was made 
through mist patches, but isolated rock peaks appeared and 
Bellavista, Zupo and their neighbours led the eye on to Scerscen, 
Roseg and eventually the long profile of the Bernina-Morterasch 
ridge. The Bernina is only a small group and after only one climb one 
can begin to feel that one belongs.
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EULOGY ON A CLIMB
JOHN HARWOOD

Eleven o'clock found us at the foot of the sunny battlements of 
the Cromlech. We were greeted by a shower of stones from the traverse 
of Spiral Stairs and retired to a safe distance to sort out gear. As it 
was warm (despite being the last day of October), my 'Masters' 
hurt as soon as I had laced them up and I could see that, very soon, 
'P.A.Toe' would set in. This very painful complaint seems to be 
getting more common and results in corrugated feet, buckled toes 
and much standing on one foot with grimacing by the sufferer.

I decided to get my bit of Epitaph in first and promptly set off 
up the alternative start to Sabre Cut. The line was obvious, but the 
rock showed its teeth from the beginning. Climbing the rib was tricky, 
moving along the gangway was awkward, and as for the move at 
the end well, I just had to have a runner. I was sixty feet up, and all 
I could put on was my 'desperation' micro-nut, and I didn't dare 
test that for fear I would overbalance. However, I soon managed 
to climb a short corner and with a grunt and a heave landed amongst 
the parties on Spiral Stairs.

Ignoring the other climbers, I moved straight upwards and 
climbed into a tree to belay. I felt slightly superior in my 'Masters' 
until I noticed that about half the others were also wearing them. 
Obviously Spiral Stairs was a serious undertaking. Roger came up in 
his turn, but arrived a little dirty after being showered with earth 
from one of my companions in the tree. All were happy and laughing 
and we had begun to wish that we had brought a picnic hamper or 
something to while away the afternoon.

Someone was already esconced at the next belay, paying out 
rope round the corner to the Left Wall. We surveyed him suspiciously. 
A party on the Girdle who is he ? We had never heard of him, nor 
he of us, so we became the best of friends and settled down to a cosy 
chat.

Roger was glaring at the arete above and then at me, but I smiled 
persuasively, pointing out that it was his turn for something hard, 
and that it looked just the thing for him. Making a few Scarborough- 
type noises he moved off in the direction of a thin crack and a sling 
kindly left by some pioneer. .

Being long in the arm he could reach the sling while standing 
in Sabre Cut, and so clipped into it and traversed free above it to the 
arete. The ledge, he informed me, was very good, and then settled 
down on it for a rest. A leader on the Gates provided my next amuse 
ment; he was progressing upwards somewhat jerkily with much 
tension from the runners he was liberally placing all over the route.
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I expected him to experience some difficulty near the second ledge 
and watched with a morbid curiosity.

A girl arrived from Dives and joined me at the belay, so the 
man on Cemetery Gates was forgotten. She glared angrily at three 
climbers soloing down Spiral Stairs after doing Ivy Sepulchure. 
" Showing off," she affirmed authoritatively; I felt guilty and agreed 
with her. Soon she left and another party arrived. The leader was 
clearly a man to have with you on the Eigerwand in the mist for he 
was convinced that the third pitch of Dives went past me and on to 
the left wall. I said that I didn't think so, and let him look round 
the corner. He went white, and agreed with me.

Roger had now started to move about. He muttered something 
about 'having a look' and started to climb the arete. After fifteen feet 
the effort became too much and he decided to come down and improve 
his sun tan some more. This suited me fine, for the leader of the Girdle 
party was now on the right wall and the Gates man was now nearing 
the second ledge. Five thrill-packed minutes followed and I was 
joined by another female party. Roger had finished photographing 
by this time, and started in earnest; he climbed the arete in fine style 
as his only runner fell off, leaving the rope hanging free all the way 
down to the ledge. Another spate of picture-taking followed, and 
then it was my turn.

Not having been made very long in the arm by Nature I had to 
climb up to the sling via the finger-jamming crack. This gave 
excellent finger holds, but nothing for the feet, so that I felt a little 
fatigued on reaching the sling. I had then to stand on a small ledge 
by getting a leg up level with my shoulder and mantleshelving in 
short, for those of us who are scientists, a Brownian motion. No 
doubt the great man would have managed it more neatly than I, but 
at least I didn't fall, and ended up spreadeagled against the wall, 
wondering what to do next. The ledge, an inch-wide, six-inch long 
foothold had to be left, so I teetered round to the right, stood on 
nothing, held on to something and groped round the corner. A spike 
enabled me to swing across and land on the ledge.

Very commodious it was, too. I now had two seconds to amuse 
me on my right. The second man on the Girdle didn't seem to be very 
happy and kept falling off, to the great discomforture of his leader 
who was twisted into a corkscrew and who emitted groaning noises 
at every swing. The leader of the Gates party seemed to be in a better 
position and was content to let his partner dangle on the end of the 
rope, gently revolving, some six feet from the rock face.

After a short while I started climbing again and made my way 
slowly and less spectacularly that my compatriots up the ridge. It was 
certainly steep and a little loose, but nothing desperately so. All in 
all, a most enjoyable climb, and a worthy companion to Cenotaph 
and Cemetery Gates. Bouts of photography followed, and then we 
descended the cliff by (of course) Spiral Stairs.
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(Obituaries!

FREDERICK GILBERT BRETTELL

On March llth of this year the Association lost one of its elder 
statesmen by the death at the age of 80 of Frederick Gilbert Brettell, 
who was both a Past President and an Honorary Member as well as 
a member of the Alpine Club.

Mr. Brettell was not an Original Member but joined in 1924 soon 
after the foundation of the Association. He had been interested in 
mountains all his life; before the first world war his interest was in 
mountain walking in this country and abroad. His first visit to 
Switzerland was in 1911 when he and Mrs. Brettell had a holiday in 
Saas Grund.

After the war ended Mr. Brettell began to be interested in rock 
climbing and spent many weekends at Capel Curig in the early 
twenties. At that time there were no club huts in the valley, and one 
stayed with Mr. Jones at the Post Office and had even the Milestone 
Buttress and Gashed Crag to oneself on a Saturday. During that 
period he introduced many others to the rocks as his enthusiasm was 
infectious. From the beginning he was an essentially safe and skilful 
leader.
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His rock climbing was not confined to Wales and he had a wide 
knowledge of climbs in the Lake District and Scotland. Many members 
will remember his leads on snow and rock on Ben Nevis during Easter 
Meets at Fort William. In summer Switzerland held his affections, 
and after a season at Grindelwald in 1922 he went to Switzerland 
nearly every year. Most of his climbing there was in company with 
his son Geoffrey, who was also a member of the M.A.M. until his 
death on active service with the Royal Navy.

Mr. Brettell led a very successful meet of the M.A.M. at Fionnay 
in 1936 and those who attended that meet will remember particularly 
the kindness and the help so willingly given to younger members and 
novices. He was President of the M.A.M. in 1933-1935, and for his 
services to the Association was made an Honorary Member in 1951.

W.O.D.
J. A. BEST

The Association will have learned with deep regret of the death 
of Mr. Jack Best, as he was generally known, earlier this year, in 
Rugeley Hospital.

Mr. Best had belonged to the Territorial Army from the earliest 
days of that body, and in February 1915 went to France as a Captain 
with the 46th Division A.S.C. He served throughout the war in 
France and was awarded the Military Cross.

His mountaineering career was started relatively late in his life 
when he joined the M.A.M. in 1932. From the first, however, he was 
very keen and active; he thoroughly enjoyed climbing and was a 
constant attender of meets, in North Wales, Derbyshire and Fort 
William alike. In all this he proved a neat, precise and impeturbable 
climber, and his reliability and dry sense of humour made him a good 
companion both on and off the hills.

By nature self-effacing, he was content to serve the M.A.M. in 
the background, and by his shrewdness and powers of persuasion 
he was instrumental in getting many worthy members to accept office 
in the Association.

Mr. Best lived for many years in Handsworth Wood before 
purchasing a farm near Rugeley. Later he moved to Wharf Cottage, 
Bellamour, after giving up his farm. He took a considerable interest 
in the countryside, being the Honorary Secretary of the Friends of 
Cannock Chase and President of the Rugeley Field Club. One of his 
interests was in trains, in which he showed considerable keenness, 
but he was probably better known for his hobby of making the most 
intricate relief maps, in which he was an undoubted expert. A relief 
map of the Cairngorms was presented to the Cairngorm Hotel at 
Aviemore, one he made of Everest for one of the pre-war expeditions, 
and another, a large-scale relief of the Snowdon Horseshoe, was 
presented to Mr. Christopher Briggs.

His funeral was held in Stafford in June, and he leaves a wife, 
two sons and a daughter, to whom we express our sincerest con 
dolences. M.H.
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ROCKY MOUNTAINEERING
BOB KAMPER

We came to live in Boulder, Colorado about two years ago. 
In due course The Editor heard of our change of address and this is 
written to satisfy his characteristic response.

Boulder is a good place for a mountaineer to choose to live 
in, for it is situated just where the Rocky Mountains rise out of the 
plain. The transition is quite abrupt; to the east the plain stretches 
out flat, dry and dusty as far as one can see, and much further, 
while the western end of the town abuts against the first splendid ridge 
of mountains, which rise to eight or nine thousand feet (Boulder is 
5350 feet above sea level). The Continental Divide is about twenty 
miles away. Most of the passes over it in Colorado go over ten thousand 
feet and there are fifty four peaks over fourteen thousand feet. These 
mountains do not closely resemble any others that I know; some are 
sharply peaked like the Alps while others are quite reminiscent of 
the Scottish Highlands. Pine trees grow profusely on them up to 
eleven thousand feet and, as their name implies, there is everywhere 
plenty of bare rock showing. In late summer they carry remarkably 
little snow for such high mountains because of the dry climate, but in 
the winter it is a different story and the ski season usually lasts from 
November until the end of May, with high altitude ski mountaineering 
providing magnificent sport until July. One little trip we made last 
June illustrates the kind of thing we like to do.

We left Boulder at 3 a.m. for an hour's drive northwest to 
Brainard Lake, where the Colorado Mountain Club has a cabin at the 
road-head. We then took our skis on our backs and started climbing 
up towards the Continental Divide just as dawn was breaking. The 
snow was very hard in the early morning and we made good progress, 
but the weather was rather threatening. There was a terrific thunder- 
stom out over the plain, giving a spectacular display of lightning, and 
it appeared to be spreading slowly in our direction. As we approached 
the ridge things looked very threatening indeed, as all the peaks 
became enveloped in the clouds at the edge of the storm and we were 
prepared to turn and run for shelter at any moment. However, when we 
finally got to the top we were surprised to find a clear blue sky to 
the west and I quickly used the last two frames left in my camera. 
Just as I did so the clouds suddenly dispersed, the storm moved away 
to the east and we were standing in brilliant sunshine. We walked 
along the ridge to Pawnee Peak (12944 feet) and at 8 a.m. we were 
enjoying our second breakfast on the summit while the sun changed 
the hard, icy slopes into delectable corn snow.

When we judged that it was done to a turn we put our skis on 
and started down. We had to take them off again to cross a small 
rock patch before we reached the saddle, about four hundred feet 
below the summit, where we took the headwall of the valley which
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would lead us back to our car. The next thousand feet or so was 
satisfyingly steep, with perfect spring snow and the cliffs of Mount 
Toll towering above us in the morning sunshine. What a place, and 
what a sensation! This is the kind of skiing one dreams about until 
next winter. At the bottom we paused to admire our tracks before 
crossing the frozen Blue Lake and enjoying a couple of miles of gentler 
skiing which completed the tour. We were home in good time for 
lunch, by which time the storm had returned in full force to curtail 
the outdoor eating which is the almost universal habit in these parts.

The early rising habit becomes even stronger later on in the 
summer. Just behind Boulder there are some pinnacles called the 
Flatirons, on which there are some superb climbs up to a thousand 
feet in length. They are made of a very firm, rough sandstone, rather 
like gritstone in texture but red in colour and with a clean surface. 
It is very pleasant to stroll up through the aromatic Ponderosa Pines 
in the early morning sun to climb on them before the heat of the day 
develops. One can be back at home drinking beer with a good climb 
under one's belt by 10 a.m. It makes a very relaxing start to the day.

One of the most spectacular of these sandstone pinnacles is the 
Maiden, the only rock of any size that I have seen that really is wider 
at the top than the base. The usual route up takes a rising traverse 
across the very steep north face to reach the easier slabs of the west 
ridge above its steep section. It is a nice climb, but the descent is 
sensational. It starts with a hundred foot free rappel with a landing 
on a knife-edge ridge, which must be tricky on a windy day. A second 
hundred foot rappel reaches the scree slope at the bottom.

With so many fourteen thousand foot peaks nearby we do not 
confine all our climbing to the early morning. The most popular 
of the big mountains in Colorado is Long's Peak (14256 feet), which 
stands in the Rocky Mountain National Park about 40 miles north 
west of Boulder. It is named after Major Stephen H. Long, one of the 
early explorers of Colorado in 1820. Being some distance east of the 
main Continental Divide it is a prominent landmark, although from 
most directions lower peaks conceal its true stature and only its broad, 
square top is visible. It has a terrific east face, part of which is a huge 
blank wall called the Diamond, which has only been climbed a few 
times with a lot of artificial aid. There are, however, some quite 
moderate routes on other parts of the face and we climbed one of them 
last summer. After a high bivouac we started climbing at dawn. It 
was an impressive place and a very enjoyable climb. The usual 
afternoon thunderstorm arrived when we were near a subsidiary 
peak at the top of the face, so we holed up for a couple of hours until 
it passed and finally reached the top in mid-afternoon as the storm 
clouds were dispersing. After enjoying the view and some leisurely 
photography we ambled, well content, down the tourist route to 
complete a very satisfying fifteen hour day. , ,
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Our children have taken enthusiastically to the pleasures of 
skiing, camping and hiking in the mountains. In the summer we 
often take them out on minor expeditions involving a few hours' 
walking and a picnic lunch. This makes a particularly satisfying day 
after an early morning climb on the Flatirons. The whole family is 
then happy, which is a worthy achievement.

So the short summer passes, and then it is time to get our skis 
out again.
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] , LIFE, LYSKAMM AND THE LEITERSPITZ
ROGER WALLIS

Memories of the Bernina moutains are shared with the quiet 
beauty of the lakes of Silvaplana and of screaming tyres as I mis 
counted the hairpins on the descent of the Maloja Pass, and we ended 
up with one too many. The Cochran genius for inspired inside accelera 
tion brought us safely to the exotic colours and crags of Promontogno, 
and our eyes screwed up at that first breathtaking view of the 
Badile.

Two days later we came to Alagna Valsesia. Once upon a time 
the M.A.M. had an alpine meet here, and we also followed the hal 
lowed trail to the Rifugio Resigotti which lies above Alagna to the 
east. To the west lies the Rifugio Gnifetti; it is different from the 
Resigotti as is Edgbaston from Balsall Heath, and they are probably 
not much farther apart. The Resigotti is a miserable wooden shack, 
cold, lonely and neglected, but possessed with a position and view 
only rivalled by the Col de la Fourche bivouac. They are two of the 
highest huts in the Alps (at 3,800 metres) and no mountain is more 
than 4,000 feet higher, though in fact at the Gnifetti none are really 
in view except Mont Blanc, seventy miles away. And yet this is one 
of the most luxurious Alpine huts I have ever visited. It is surely 
the home of "la alpino dolce vita"; never have I seen so many steaks 
and salads in Italy as here and never so much wine, so many songs 
and so many beatifully rigged out females above the snow line. The 
hut is also supplied with fabulous views away from the mountains, 
out over the reservoir of Trinity le Gressony, over deep green luxurious 
valleys, out to the Val d'Aosta to the Po plains, and at night the lights 
of Turin.

We were met by waves of curious stares; two grimy sweating 
"climbers" were almost a unique occurrence in this alpine paradise 
of all night drinking, all morning sleeping and afternoon sunbathing. 
We fitted in perfectly, for as they came to bed we left, as they slept 
we climbed, as they burned we returned and our evening food 
formed an hilarious cabaret act for their evening. One again felt like 
an end of term Stoat surrounded by London Section gourmets on a 
Saturday night in Glan Dena, but I have nothing but admiration for 
the Gnifetti clientele who were content to leave the hills to those who 
have not yet discovered the better things of life.

However, if you are in dire straits at the Gnifetti, and you just 
cannot take another steak and carafe of Chianti, you can take a 
charming outing which does avoid littering up one of Monte Rosa's 
many minor satellites, the Cresta Nazo of the Lyskamm. An easy, 
gentle series of snow slopes rise from the hut, with views along the 
whole length of the Val d'Aosta terminating with the south face of 
Mont Blanc as the eventual highlight. The route follows these, then 
leaves the Lysjoch track below the east ridge of the Lyskamm and turns
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up a steep snow slope which leads to a narrow, easy rock ridge giving 
out on to a snow arete. This eventually abuts high up on the well 
known east ridge of the Lyskamm just below the eastern summit. 
All the way one has ever widening views of the Italian side of the 
Pennine Alps as one seemingly stands almost directly above the 
luxuriant greens of the Gressony Valley. The climb is easy, pleasant 
and in the sun, and one gauges height as minor summits of Monte 
Rosa fall away below. Then suddenly over a cornice, and there un 
believably is Zermatt and "all the old familiar faces."

There can be no nicer hut near Zermatt than the Taschhutte, 
and nowadays there is a road nearly all the way, and if one can hitch 
a lift it takes only a quarter of an hour up the last steep bit of track 
to the hut, with the Weisshorn as one's altimeter. The hut is surrounded 
by easy pleasant mountains giving equally easy pleasant climbs, so 
hard men do not clutter up the place, it is off the beaten tourist track 
and Josef keeps the hut as though it were his own home which 
it is.

Such unfashionable peaks as the Strahlhorn, Rimpfischorn, 
Allalinhorn and Alphubel are all close at hand, and all can be traversed 
or climbed up in different ways. One can begin the Taschhorn-Dom 
traverse or climb the Teufelsgrat if after more strenuous work, but 
two less obvious but entertaining climbs to be made from the 
Taschhutte are the traverse of the Leiterspitz and the Weissgrat of the 
Alphubel. I decided on the former, and my impressions of the climb 
somehow resolve themselves like this.

The madratzenlager stirred into life, with bodies fumbling 
around in the dark, noises off and torches vividly stabbing into my 
half opened eyes. I groaned and rolled back to sleep, but soon was 
having a struggle with my conscience. Where conscience equals 
pride, pride equals impatience, and impatience equals money spent 
for value received, materialism wins and I lurched out of the loft. 
It was almost 5.00 a.m. and much too late for anything high, but on 
hearing three Liverpudlians talking about the Leiterspitz I nipped 
back to the loft and read it up "Difficile, but only odd pitches of 
IV on good rock, 4 hours" the obvious route for a half day solo.

Outside there was a thick silent mist, but Josef said it would 
be a good day, and of course he was right, so I ran lightheartedly 
down the track from the hut to the hydro-electric plant huts and 
down almost to the restaurant, then cut off steeply up the slopes and 
across the brook flowing down from high up on the west ridge of the 
Taschhorn. The mist was still very thick and cold, and I could hear 
cars driving up the track below and the slamming of doors, and high 
above the rattle of small stones. There seemed to be people every 
where, but yet I could see no one, just the faint dewy track of my 
footprints across the steep hill grass.
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Suddenly everything became light, the mist dropped below and 
I found myself on a warm, sun-bathed rocky slope. Below was a 
boiling sea of grey-blue hazy cloud and all around, standing naked in 
the cold light of the early sun, were the massive heights of the Zermatt 
peaks.

There were sounds of people below, and above me many coloured 
anoraks discouraged hopes of an isolated peaceful day. As I wan 
dered through the endless piles of boulders leading to the west end 
of the Leiterspitz ridge, the words of the guide book, " a favourite 
training climb for Zermatt guides," took on a new significance, and 
so deprived of a day of quiet introspection I joined a large motley 
group at the beginning of Zermatt's ' Milestone.'

Like the Milestone, it has the virtue of being close to the road, 
of good rock, and the trail is only too well marked by bodies, litter, 
scratch marks and enormous pegs, but these did not really spoil the 
climb as it was quite a social venture with ever-crossing ropes and 
set, like the Milestone, within easy view of one's hotel.

I passed, paused and repassed guided parties, as well as being 
overtaken by others, and so shared the views and the holds with 
young Swiss, English and American ladies. Eventually I caught up 
with the three Liverpudlians engaged upon an obstruction, and having 
overcome it happily agreed to join them. We wandered together 
slowly along this friendly ridge, occasionally ogling at the south face 
of the Taschhorn, the Teufelsgrat, the avalanche debris below the north 
east face of the Weisshorn, or the continuation of our own ridge 
high above.

At the end of the ridge we lost our way, and gently, carefully 
scrambled down rotting debris to the slopes below. Suddenly, crossing 
a little ledge above a slightly overhanging face I found myself 
rapidly falling through space as the ledge disintegrated, and then 
slowly swinging sideways until a massive hand grabbed my hair and 
I landed safely on a ledge twenty five feet below and twenty five feet 
to the right of where I had just been. Roars of laughter, and applause 
for my belayer, and we all raced down to the bar in the little restau 
rant. , ., , ..... , ... , . ,
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OVER THE BORDER
MICHAEL HALL

The trig, point on Muckle Cheviot stands insecurely on a grassy 
tump in the middle of a quaking peat bog, and anyone seeking to 
arrive there needs to make a run for it. Furthermore, the hill is so 
featureless that we had difficulty in finding the cairn in clear weather; 
I hesitate to think what it would be like in thick mist.

This, however, was the only disappointment of a short weekend 
my wife and I spent camping in the Cheviot at the beginning of last 
November. Our prime object was to break new ground, our next to 
satisfy ourselves that we could still contemplate camping in November 
with equanimity without the luxurious baronial equipment favoured 
by the London Section, and finally to demonstrate that short weekends 
in Scotland, even with the motorway in the deplorable state that it 
was then, are a reasonable possibility.

We left Birmingham fairly early on the Friday afternoon, and 
managed to reach Longtown before feeling impelled to stop after doing 
battle with other mad fools over Shap and through Carlisle. The hot 
coffee had a gratifying effect, and as about ninety per cent of the traffic 
forks off for Glasgow at this point, the remainder of the journey 
through Teviotdale and Hawick to the pub at Morebattle was easy 
and pleasant, with scarcely another vehicle on the road.

With brandy at Morebattle to stiffen the sinews and summon up 
the blood, which by this time were in need of such processes, we set 
off on the last stage of the journey up the Bowmont Valley. The map 
gave us cause for misgiving, but we were delighted to find an 
excellent metalled road all the way to our objective, a group of 
buildings marked on the map as Sourhope. Here the kindly farm 
manager's wife showed us all round the environments before recom 
mending us to camp half a mile back down the road, at the foot of a 
short hill by the river where the road turns off to Cocklawfoot and 
Kelsocleuch. We found this place without difficulty, and it proved to 
be an excellent site, though a little confusing in the dark where the 
stream divides and involves two bridges and two fords within a few 
feet of each other. We pitched camp with the minimum of ceremony 
and were soon asleep.

Next morning we were reasonably eager to get up, if only to get 
a first glimpse of our new surroundings. The day was overcast, but 
nevertheless settled; on all sides pleasant hills rolled attractively. 
The next thing we noticed was a prominent sign close by which read 
Beware of the Bull. This sign was to cause a limited amount of simple 
amusement during the weekend.
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During an alfresco breakfast we noticed that our chosen spot 
was far from being the remote place we had imagined. First a car, 
then another car; then two motorcycles, and finally, as the piece de 
resistance, a motor coach which got stuck in the middle of the ford. 
This latter bore a crudely printed notice: "WELSH BLACK CAT 
TLE SOCIETY," although one hardly needed telling; the first man 
out came straight up to us with " Got twenty Players you can sell me, 
boyo?" Anyone who knows Pwllheli will recognise the opening 
gambit; I think if I had had any I should have handed them over 
without demur. We gave them a good start, and then followed them 
up the road to Cocklawfoot, where we found them listening to an 
address of welcome from the estate factor, whose immaculate turn-out 
did not depend, as it did for those he described as his brother celts, 
on an old piece of sisal tied round the middle. We crept past surrep 
titiously, hoping not to be mistaken for black cattle, as maps were 
being unrolled and the Object of the Exercise revealed.

Our objective was The Cheviot himself, which lay hidden some 
four and a half miles to the east. We made good progress over Mallie 
Side, then rather slower progress to Crookedsike Head, which brought 
us to the border. Here were no frontier posts, but a broad ridge 
liberally crevassed with peat groughs, which provided very laborious 
progress over the higher summit of the Auchope Cairn and on to 
Cairn Hill. From there to the Cheviot was a dull moorland tramp 
until the unremarkable summit was reached, at a height of 2,676 feet. 
Clearly this was not the best way up.

Muckle Cheviot is in England, about a mile east of the border, 
which at Auchope Cairn stops its general N.E.-S.W. course and 
swings round Nor' Nor' West until it reaches the Tweed twenty miles 
away. By standing on tiptoe on top of the trig, point we could just 
see a few other tops, notably Hedgehope Hill, which stands above 
the Harthope burn leading to Wooller. We left the Cheviot very much 
more pleasantly than we had ascended, by following a little stream 
to a point just below the Auchope Cairn proper, from whence we 
climbed briefly to the summit and so back into Roxburghshire.

Auchope Cairn has a few little crags, and there is a view down 
the College Burn past the crags of Hen Hole which is well worth the 
effort to attain. To the South West, the border ridge stretches away 
in a series of peat hags towards Windy Gyle, but to Nor' Nor' West 
leads very pleasantly over a number of attractive rounded hills, the 
most prominent being The Schil, in the direction of Coldstream. 
We followed the ridge to Auchope Rig before descending to Cocklaw 
foot.

One feature of the border ridge was a succession of placards 
embedded in cairns of peat bearing the title " PW," but whether this 
stood for " Picts, Watch out!" or " Poor Wullie " (last resting place 
of), we were unable to say. Readers can make their own decision.
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We had arranged for the weekend to be a joint meet with Doreen 
Langfield, who had come down from Dalkeith to meet us ' halfway.' 
Sure enough, when we returned to camp she was there, putting the 
finishing touches to the erection of another non-Courmayeur-type 
tent.

It was brought home to us during the course of an alfresco semi- 
hot meal in the gathering dusk that camping in November is neither 
one thing nor the other; neither the long summer evenings when there 
is no hurry to do anything, nor the heroic Murray-type battle midst 
snow and ice at some foolhardy elevation. Just plenty of darkness, 
and rather cold; it necessitated speedy retirement to a pub in Yetholm 
from which we returned only in time to go to sleep.

The following morning I was awake very early because of the 
cold. However, by breakfast time it was considerably warmer, and as 
soon as breakfast was over we were off again. In contrast to the peat 
hags of yesterday we made our way slowly over White Law and on to 
Blackdean Curr, and found the going very pleasant. To our disappoint 
ment the dull haze still persisted, and as we wished to make an early 
start back we abandoned the idea of going on to The Curr and made 
our way down to Auchope Farm and so to Sourhope. On this stretch 
we encountered a diminutive bull that was possibly the subject of the 
warning notice we were camping by. The unobserved existence of this 
animal had previously been useful as a means of discovering the 
whereabouts of temporarily missing members of the party; one cry 
of "bulls" would be sufficient to flush them from their thickets in 
the middle distance. Now reactions varied; one thought the animal 
cuddly and would have walked right past in bright red anorak had 
she not been constrained to remove it. The other chickened up the 
opposite slope and descended at a later date.

Sourhope (pronounced, we were assured, "syrup") has a very 
well cared for appearance, as did the other Cheviot holdings we 
passed through; the scattered farms wear a prosperous air and there 
appears to be a fair amount of experimental work going on in an 
area in which an interest is clearly being taken by responsible people. 
Indeed, we left wishing we could explore the area further, if only time 
allowed. Unfortunately it did not, and we set off for home just as 
dusk was falling.

We had intended to stay the night in Kendal, but made rather 
better time than we expected so decided to make a dash for home, a 
three hours' drive away. Since the last hundred miles was through 
profound fog, this was a sad mistake; we finally arrived in the early 
hours in a stupefied condition.

The border country is land to be regarded as precious by all 
lovers of natural beauty and comparative solitude. No power stations 
rise here, no borstals; no opportunities for pylon-worshippers, nor 
has it yet attracted the embarrassing attention of advanced educa-
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tionalists. Instead, we find a spacious area of rolling hills, with not a 
single building out of place, with just the right number of tracks and 
cairns, where people are friendly, and where whimsical names of 
hills and places like Pudding Law, Skirl Naked, Pete's Shank, Windy 
Gyle and Wild Goose Hill abound, to say nothing of the Roman 
remains. Long may it remain so.
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CLINKER, VIBRAM OR TRICOUNI
A short and tragic ballad to be sung to the tune of " Tit Willow."
A climber sat high on a mountain one day,
Singing " Clinker, vibram or tricouni."
And I said to him " Pray tell me why do you stay
Singing " clinker, vibram or tricouni ?"
He said, " Sir you must know that a man who climbs high
Some appropriate type of boot soling should buy,
And I really am not certain whether to try
Clinker, vibram or tricouni."

" There are those who give clinker the proud victor's palm.
Oh clinker, vibram or tricouni.
It's a nail which possesses a period charm.
Clinker, vibram or tricouni.
How nice to have boots of traditional shape
(Shades of alpenstock, deer-stalker, Inverness cape)
But on rock how they slither and clatter and scrape,
I must choose vibram or tricouni." ....
" Tricouni's a nail of professional look, . . , : .,  
Singing clinker, vibram or tricouni.
It gives a firm hold in a cranny or nook.
Oh clinker, vibram or tricouni.
The initiate, climbing with balletic poise,
Will assure you they separate grown men from boys
But when they work loose, what a horrible noise,
I don't think I can purchase tricouni."

" The vibram is gay, continental and chic,
Vive le clinker, vibram and tricouni.
Ah the garlic, the wine and the snow on the peak,
And on clinker, vibram and tricouni.
In the Alps it is wonderful, worn by the guides,
Just throw a boot down and like limpet it bides,
But in Britain it rains and the wretched thing slides.
Oh clinker, vibram or tricouni."

I listened a while to his harrowing tale
Of clinker, vibram and tricouni.
He went off to Snowdon, he looked very pale,
(It was clinker, vibram or tricouni).
His second remarked from a hospital bed
That they'd found him 'neath Cloggy decidedly dead.
He had fallen from Sheaf wearing rubbers instead
Of clinker, vibram or tricouni.

B. A. F. Jones
B. W. Wood.
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1 T. j* i 1 /\  " >, .);  £ BOOK REVIEWS

THE TECHNIQUE OF MOUNTAINEERING J. E. B. Wright
(Nicholas Kaye Ltd., 17/6d.)

This book, now in its third edition, bears the official approval 
of the Mountaineering Association. The author is Director of Training 
of the M.A., and consequently it is not surprising that the dust cover 
claims that the book should now be recognised as the standard 
manual of climbing practice. The book's size and scope are the reasons 
for making this claim, which in the event turns out to be exaggerated.

There is plenty of good advice here, and it is good to find a 
mountaineering book that deals also with such activities as skiing, 
camping, high altitude climbing and mountain rescue. On the whole 
the claim of defmitiveness falls down through oddities of predilection 
and style. For example, the introduction to Part II on the art of 
moving over mountains makes heavy weather of the problem of 
putting one foot in front of the other and relies on a quasi medico- 
scientific approach to a matter that most people absorb in the early 
years of life. An example on p.46 will serve:

" Posture is the pose or arrangements of the parts of the human 
body for standing or moving; there are three basic standing positions: 
(1) the erect position (2) the slouch of poor posture, and (3) the crouch 
of dynamic posture." Mr. Wright then goes on to set out the prin 
ciples of good posture as precision, smoothness, balance, power, 
timing, rhythm and co-ordination. The average mountain walker 
is unlikely to worry his way from A to B in this fashion, and is likely 
to have more regard for the scenery than for the behaviour of the 
semi-circular canals of his ears; but perhaps this is, after all, what 
Mr. W. H. Murray in his introduction means by " enjoying moun 
tains," only we have never known it.

The revision that has taken place since the earlier editions 
seems hardly drastic enough. Although modern footgear is properly 
discussed, there is an illustration (fig. 18) of what can only be des 
cribed as a Very Old Boot, and there seems no point in illustrating 
a nailing pattern of ring clinkers and No. 1 Tricounis (fig. 20) when 
such have all but vanished from the market.

Here and there the book relapses into obscurity (p.98) : 
" The rocks may appreciate this gentleness of touch by human 

feet for it leaves them less scarred and if there be an audience while 
this symphony is being played by a rock stylist the performance is as 
edifying and inspiring to the onlooker as it is in inner satisfaction 
to the performer." And on p.119: " The correct co-ordination of the 
Trinity is essential in an ice expert." For his salvation, presumably; 
if something untheological is intended, then why the capital T?

Appreciation is further curtailed by errors of fact (" in summer 
the highest crests in the Alps will usually have much lower tempera-
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tures than the Scottish hills in winter " (p.131): probably the author 
genuinely intended to state the opposite), by advice hardly likely to 
be taken (why prepare a brew of tar, resin, beeswax and old gramo 
phone records when ski wax is readily obtainable ?) and contentious 
ness, as in the distinction made between excursions (pleasurable 
enjoyment) and expeditions (soulless misery).

All this is a pity, for the book contains much that is good, 
sound and useful, and is cheap at the price. The modern techniques 
of mountain rescue, for example, have never been better dealt with in a 
book of this sort, and the information common to all such books, 
as on rock climbing, snow and ice technique, and so on, bears all 
the traces of Mr. Wright's considerable experience. It is welcome 
for its comprehensive approach, but it is not the standard work its 
promoters hope it will become.

A glossary is appended, which occasionally has a Johnsonian 
ring. The good doctor, however, would scarcely have defined a hang 
ing glacier as an overhanging glacier.

M.H.
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NEW CLIMBS

GRITSTONE
ERIC BYNE

Volume I of the new climbing guides to the Peak " The Sheffleld-Stanage 
Area," was published in May 1964. Since then the following routes believed to 
be new have been recorded.

WHARNCLIFFE
83A. KARAKORUM KORNER. Very Severe.

Start as for route 83, but instead of traversing left on to the mantleshelf, 
continue directly up the corner to the top.

STANAGE
52A. ELECTRON. 25 feet. Severe.

Between Cosmic Crack and X-Ray there is a small niche with a triangular 
roof. Take the crack at the left of the niche and just right of X-Ray. Straight up to 
the overhang. Bridge round this and so to the top.
52B. QUANTUM CRACK. 30 feet. Very Severe. ~

Takes the crack at the right of the niche. Pull strenuously over the roof at the 
right hand side of the niche and up the slab above to the second overhang. Move 
out directly beneath the overhang to a ledge on the left and then easily to the top. 

A. Clark, M. Parkin, August 9th, 1964.

BOSLEY CLOUD
This Peakland hill rising from the Cheshire plain in the Bosley-Congleton- 

Macclesfield area possesses several crags of natural and quarried gritstone. The 
first person to climb and explore here was the Buxton cragsman Stanley Jeffcoat, 
around 1908-10. He was later joined by his friends Siegfried Herford and John 
Laycock. This resulted in a guide to Bosley Cloud being included in John Lay- 
cock's book " Some Gritstone Climbs," published in 1913.

In the 1920s such Rucksack Club tigers as Morley Wood, A. S. Pigott and 
H. M. Kelly, began to call at Bosley whilst journeying to The Roches, with the 
result that the climbs on the "Catstone" were first led and their details published 
in Rucksack Journals and in Fergus Graham's "Recent Developments on 
Gritstone" in 1923.

In the late 1940s, the Congleton climber Mike Holland (who was later killed 
in Greenland) and I explored the Cloud and compiled a rough guide which was 
eventually handed to A. J. Lowe of the Manchester University Mountaineering 
Club. He visited the crags, for the purpose of serious guide writing, and compiled 
a complete guide which was intended for use in Volume 3 of "Climbs on Gritstone" 
in 1951. Unfortunately for reasons of space this Bosley guide was seriously cut and 
condensed. Since then the full notes of this appear to have been mislaid or lost.

In 1963-64 Peter Bamfield (with a basic guide produced by myself) began 
to explore and write up this area for use in a future issue of the new series of "Rock 
Climbs in the Peak.'' Bulldog Flake was reported to have been led by a local school 
master called Drummond and many other routes were discovered by Bamfield, 
E. W. Dance and Frank Johnson. The following details are therefore taken from 
Peter Bamfield's notes which will in due course be published in the future guide 
series.

The Climbs
On the north-east side of The Cloud there is a wide shallow indentation in the 

hillside directly above a path which drops past a farmhouse to the road. In this 
gap there is a very small pinnacle which provides a few problems. The first real 
climb is to the right and lies up two pieces of rock, one above the other, and 
separated by a stretch of grass.
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1. SEPARATION RIDGE. 40 feet. Moderate.
This follows the lower ridge direct and then over the grass to the upper rock.

2. WALL START. 25 feet. Hard Difficult.
A variation to the lower ridge and lies up the wall a few feet to the left of a 

shot-hole groove.
50 yards to the right and past some smaller rocks is the main buttress of " The 

Nose." This can be indentified by a small overhang (the Nose) with the twin cracks, 
one up either side of it, and also the steep V-groove just to the right.
3. RIGHT NOSTRIL. 50 feet. Hard Severe.

Takes the short steep jamming crack past " The Nose " to a good ledge below 
the upper overhangs. The finish is up the crack in between the big angular flake 
and the block-filled chimney on its right.
4. LEFT NOSTRIL. 60 feet. Hard Difficult.

Start just left of the " The Nose " with an awkward pull on to a smooth slab. 
Then up a broken groove to the ledges and belay. Step down and to the left of the 
big angular flake. Continue up the sloping corner at the side of it.
5. CORNER ROUTE. 70 feet. Difficult.

This starts twenty feet left of the Nostril Climbs at a shallow corner. Move 
diagonally right under the angular flake to the same ledge as on Right Nostril. 
Up the block-filled chimney which is easier than it looks.
6. LEFT EDGE. 45 feet. Difficult.

Starts 15 feet left of Corner Route. Climb up the slab and past some blocks 
to a thin flaky crack. Finish up this and near the top of Left Nostril.
7. V. CHIMNEY. 45 feet. Hard Very Severe.

The steep groove to the right of the Nostril Climbs. The crack in the angle is 
thin and the walls usually green. This makes the groove a stubborn problem. Once 
this is overcome the upper wall is unrelenting and the rock not above suspicion.

8. GREEN GULLY AND CHIMNEY. 45 feet. Difficult.
In the next angle just right of V. Chimney. Climb the easy chimney until it is 

possible to avoid the steepening rocks by stepping right on to a big grass ledge. 
Up the chimney crack from the ledge.
9. GREEN GULLY DIRECT. 40 feet. Hard Severe.

Instead of stepping right the gully is climbed direct up the steep corner to a 
mantelshelf on the right. The rock is not too good but the pitch can be well protected 
from the grass ledge. There is also a possibility up the left wall on very doubtful 
rock.
10. HERFORD'S CRACK. 20 feet. Difficult.

Ten yards further right on a small outcrop. Except for an awkward start it is 
only of historical interest.

Forty yards further right a ridge lies back at a moderate angle. This is
11. LOWLY RIDGE. 40 feet. Difficult.

A nice step or two in the middle if the ridge is taken direct makes this a worth 
while climb.

To the right again is a square faced buttress giving
12. ENVY FACE. 35 feet. Severe.

So called from its usual green appearance. The climb follows ledgy holds, 
first on the right, and then on the left of a thin crack which splits the face. A harder 
climb than it looks.

Twenty yards to the right a natural buttress gives three very good routes the 
first of which is
13. WHITE HOUSE CRACK. 30 feet. Very Difficult.

An old classic. This is the wide flake crack directly in the centre of the face. A 
bulge at 10 feet proves awkward.
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14. BULLDOG FLAKE. 30 feet. Hard Very Severe.
The magnificent overhanging flake on the left of the crack. As the flake does 

not reach the ground it is difficult to effect the necessary lay back posture. The 
exit at the top also has its problems.
15. DECEPTION. 20 feet. Hard Severe.

The short crack 15 feet right of White House Crack. The rounded finish needs 
thought.

Directly above this buttress on the top of the hill, are the SUMMIT ROCKS. 
These are of very good quality gritstone. The main buttress is severely undercut 
forming two shallow caves. Here is
16. SUMMIT ARETE. 30 feet.

This is the sharp corner of the buttress and has a 10 ft. overhanging base. 
So far this has only been done using a piton to reach the good holds on the arete.
17. DRYSTONE WALL. 40 feet. Very Severe.

Starts up the rib which separates the two shallow caves some 15 feet right 
of the arete. Very difficult progress for the first 20 feet to good hand holds on a 
large ledge at the side of the buttress. Traverse left along the peculiar dry stone 
wall effect to the upper part of the Summit Ardte.
18. GIBBON. 20 feet. Severe.

The short overhanging blocked chimney 10 feet right of the last. A pure 
muscular problem.
19. SUMMIT CHIMNEY. 20 feet. Moderate.

This is the chockstone cleft at the end of the wall on the left of Summit Arfite.
20. SUMMIT WALL. 20 feet. Severe.

A gymnastic problem up the wall five feet right of the chimney. '
21. SLIDER. 20 feet. Difficult.

Up the scratched rock to the left of Summit Chimney and just right of a 
moderate crack.

Further to the left the rocks provide numerous problems on sound rock.

On the N.N.E. corner of the hill at a lower level is the quarry. A path runs 
up to the quarry in a direct line from the road junction and this is the best approach 
to this crag. Although the rock is not too good there are at least two good routes. 
Immediately opposite where the path enters the quarry there will be seen a short 
sharp-angled corner.
22. THIN FINGER CORNER. 25 feet. Very Severe.

A short wall is climbed to a good ledge below the corner. In the angle there is 
a very thin crack which provides the holds for a rather desperate lay back or 
bridging tactics.

To the right the rock becomes much higher and forms another corner. Here 
will be found
23. THE LUBRICANT. 50 feet. Very Severe.

Climb the flakes in the corner on good holds, following the corner leftwards 
until it forms a narrow crack. This is climbed to the top. Some doubtful and 
slippery rock. The overhanging wall on the right has been climbed with pitons and 
proves straightforward.

The remainder of the climbs are on isolated buttresses on the North West 
side of the hill. The first are several hundred yards from the quarry. These are hidden 
by trees but are directly above a group of three farm buildings. The left hand one 
of the two buttresses is a very rounded slab and so far has not yet yielded a route. 
The other buttress, 30 yards to the right has an overhang with a corner on its left. 
This gives
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24. BIRCH TREE CLIMB. 30 feet. Hard Difficult.
The corner is climbed on widely spaced but good holds to the remnants 

of the birch tree at the top. Traverse left along a good ledge to the edge of the 
buttress and so to the top.
25. SIRLOIN. 35 feet. Severe.

Starts from a pointed boulder under the overhang. Swing to the right on to 
the face and use a thin crack to overcome the bulge. Directly up the steep crack.
26. BOTTLE CRACK. 30 feet. Difficult.

To the right of Sirloin is a broken gulley containing the boulder " bottle." 
Above this a thin crack is climbed on the left wall.
27. BAR ROOM. 40 feet. Moderate.

As for Bottle Crack, then move left on to a wide ledge. Walk along this and 
then up a short cracked wall just right of the finish of Sirloin.

The next buttress is about three hundred yards to the right. It is split down the 
front by a crack which has a protruding chockstone at three quarter height.
28. KEY GREEN CRACK. 30 feet. Very Difficult. 

Climbed direct. Holds good after initial moves.
29. MINUTE WALL. 25 feet. Very Difficult.

A route up the wall about 15 feet left of the crack which starts at a small 
cutaway. There is a mantelshelf at mid-height.

The last climbs are on " The Catstone," a magnificent slabby buttress at the 
South-Western corner of the hill.
30. MUTINY CHIMNEY. 65 feet. Severe.

Starts with " Rotten Row," a delicate traverse beginning fifteen feet to the 
left. The Chockstone exit to a platform is the hardest part of the route. A 25 ft. 
slab is then taken on its extreme right to finish.
31. THE CAT CRAWL. 65 feet. Very Difficult.

The left arSte of the great tower. From the lowest point, 20 feet of easy rock 
leads to the start of the easy gully on the left of the tower. It is possible to belay 
here. Now step down and traverse up to the first black scoop. Steep and awkward 
climbing leads to the second scoop. Step back left on to the arete and finish up this 
on sloping awkward holds.
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I

THE JOURNAL, 1966

Contributions to the next Journal, which can be of any reasonable 
length, should be sent before May 31st, 1966, to the Editor, who 
would appreciate a note early in the year of contributors' intentions. 
All articles, photographs and correspondence in connection with the 
Journal should be sent to: 

M. F. HALL,
29 PHILIP VICTOR ROAD,

HANDSWORTH WOOD, 
BIRMINGHAM 21.

but correspondence about the distribution of the Journal and enquiries 
about extra copies, if available, should be made not to the Editor, 
but to the Honorary Secretary, F. Murray Campbell.
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